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Can TetraMin be improved? With Tetra the answer is 'Yes'. In 1970 we were the first manufacturer of fish food in the world to have the courage to publish a complete analysis of TetraMin. This analysis has become a standard today. By using an amino-acid analyser we can now apply the findings of protein research more rapidly and more safely to current production, and thus improve the composition of our fish food. Of course, only after extensive practical tests in our large Testing Station. And with our new TetraMin we are once more setting the standards for the right quality of fish food.

We spare no costs to improve TetraMin.

Good health for fish — a whole life long.
Comments and Quotes

- Eels yield secrets of early life
- Commercial fish feeding
- Dates and announcements

Secrets of Eels

FOR obvious reasons, in view of the elaborate life history of the eel, not very much is known about the early stages of development (in the egg) of these fish. Some success in obtaining early fertilised eggs artificially in the laboratory has been reported from Japan, where fishery scientists K. Yamamoto and K. Yamasuchi injected Japanese eels, which had been caught in rivers and raised to adulthood in seawater tanks, with hormones to induce sexual maturity. By hand-stripping the males and females to obtain sperms and eggs, fertilisation of eggs was brought about in glass dishes. The development of the eel eggs from the earliest stages could then be studied beneath the microscope. Hatching took place at 38–45 hours at 23°C, it was reported in NATURE, and the larvae obtained lived for up to 6 days. Who will succeed in encompassing the life history of the Atlantic eel in an aquarium by similar methods?

Elemental Feeding

AQUARISTS who collect their own live foods have known for a long time that water fleas thrive in the ponds to be found near some of the older sewage works. Producers of fish on a large scale are known to make a rather more direct use of animal excreta for fish feeding. Carp breeders in Israel use, among other items, poultry droppings for feeding and breeders in the Far East are known to add both animal and human excreta to ponds as fish food.

The latest example of this kind of economy feeding is from Britain, however, where tests at Rye Meads sewage works in Hertfordshire show that roach in settlement lagoons, which receive the sewage effluent, put on weight at an accelerated rate and feed readily on the suspended solids of the sewage effluent as well as on the plentiful live foods that also develop. Carp also grew at a highly satisfactory rate, it was reported in the SUNDAY TIMES, when kept in the same ponds. The report concluded: 'One uncertainty remains — what sewage-fed carp would taste like. So far the Chelsea College scientists have refused to make this last vital test — even in the cause of science.'

Forthcoming Events

WE overheard some quite underserved harsh comments on the subject of press announcements of dates of aquatic events recently under circumstances in which we could not reply. To set the matter to rights — we make every effort to include announcements of events from any society or organisation sending the written details to us in
good time (exigencies of printing schedules mean that 'in good time' is by the 1st of the month before the cover month, i.e. 1st April for May issue). Complainants about non-publication of dates more frequently than not lead, on investigation, to the finding that the details believed to have been sent were not in fact sent by the member whose job it was, or sent so late as to preclude publication. Our own source of despair are societies who announce dates well in advance but who fail subsequently to tell us they have decided to cancel their show or to change the dates after we have printed them.

Pure Water on Tap

If ways and means of obtaining very pure water for aquarium use are of interest to you there is an opportunity in London this month to find out more about 'de-ionisers'. This is at Labex International 78, an exhibition at Earl Court on 14th—18th April. Portable de-ionisers that can be directly connected to the water tap, to supply pure water immediately the tap is turned on, will be shown by the Permutit Standard Plant Division of Houseman Negco Ltd on stand F14. Mains water is purified by passage through Zerolit 'cation-exchange' and 'anion-exchange' resins, which convert dissolved salts in the water into acids which are then removed by adsorption. Units have battery-operated conductivity meters to denote exhaustion of the exchange resins, which can be replaced in cartridge form or from packs of resin.

John M. King

The death has occurred in the U.S.A. of Mr John M. King, vice-president and general manager of Aquarium Systems Inc. He died on 8th February, after a lingering illness, at the age of 29 years. Mr King, a native of Erie, Pennsylvania, and a graduate of Syracuse University, joined Aquarium Systems Inc. to work in the Research Department. He was appointed in 1970 as director of Research and Marketing. In 1972 he became general manager. He was the founder and editor of Seascope, an international publication related to aquatic life support systems. Mr King was author of a number of articles on marine culture systems and water management and was co-author of the books Marine Aquaria in the Research Laboratory and Marine Aquaria: Principle and Practice.

News from Es-Es

Glass-encased aquarium heaters have been around so long it's easy to forget that the idea had to be thought up, and that before their advent only low-voltage metal tubular heaters from the Continent were available. Mr S. Singleton was the pioneer for the glass aquarium heater, in 1921, and very quickly this type of heater made all the earlier versions obsolete. Singleton Brothers Ltd was the company formed to manufacture heaters and thermostats and other aquarium accessories, and today continue production from their Cornish factory.

Latest news of the company's development is that they have joined the Armitage Group. 'We have rather concentrated on export markets in the past but we shall now have the means to bring our products to the notice of all aquarists throughout the U.K.', says Sid Singleton, 'and it will mean more time for me to increase production and concentrate on several interesting new items I have up my sleeve.'

The Singleton Es-Es range embraces a wide selection of precision aquarium equipment such as the Presetmatic thermostat heater, the Standard and Superb immersion heaters, the Major and Minor thermostats, the Super Summit pump, and the Dumpy thermometer, together with a number of other first-class aquatic accessories.

Armitages' sales director, Mr Frank Perry, says 'Good Boy is an acknowledged brand leader in the doggy world, and I am sure that the Singleton Es-Es range will build to a similar position in the aquatic world. These are fine products that our sales force will offer with every confidence.'

This expansion of Armitages' stake in the Pet Industry gives a flying start to their bi-centennial year: they originally began trading in Nottingham in 1773.
High quality, low price. And there's nothing fishy about that!

When it comes to tropical fish foods, Phillips make sure that what's good for your fish is also good for your pocket. Through intensive research and controlled tests, their nutrition scientists have perfected a high-protein staple diet containing essential vitamins, minerals, amino acids and trace elements.

And they've done it so effectively that Phillips actually costs less than any other directly comparable product. So now that you know the best doesn't cost the most, you can give your fish another important bonus—variety—with Phillips Flaked Fish Food, Phillips Maxiflakes and Phillips Multifreeze.

Phillips Flaked Fish Food
A palatable, easily digested flaked food rich in protein and essential vitamins. For all tropical fish.

Phillips Maxiflakes
Specially prepared for hand feeding all large tropical fish. A nutritious, high-protein staple diet that's fun to feed.

Phillips Multifreeze
As close as it can be to live food. 100% freeze-dried to preserve the full nutritional value, giving 60% protein.

Phillips Fish Foods.

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd, Park Royal Road, London NW10 7JX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM."
SP PUMPS: These West German precision made air pumps are available in four basic models. Two models (103 SM & 161 SM) are both equipped with the new oscillation moderator, for performance optimisation, and with the well known SP insert filter in model 161 SM. The 202 S and 202 SR have the same output but the 202 SR is equipped with an electric power control potentiometer which enables the hobbyist to control the amount of power supplied to the motor. This in turn, controls the amount of air going into the aquarium. Similarly, the 302 SL and 402 SLR have the same output but the 402 SLR is equipped with a power control potentiometer.

ALL MODELS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103 SM</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161 SM</td>
<td>£4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202 S</td>
<td>£6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202 SR</td>
<td>£11.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302 SL</td>
<td>£15.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402 SLR</td>
<td>£18.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**filtresine**

Filtresine is the most advanced filtering material for aquarium water purification with an absorption capacity four times greater than activated carbon. Filtresine has been scientifically proven to:

1. Preserve the delicate organic and biological balance in the aquarium to maintain healthy growth of fish and plants.
2. Work considerably quicker, with up to four times the absorbent quality of activated carbon.
3. Soften and clean water, clearing colour from medications.
4. Stabilise pH values*.
6. Absorb nitrite and other toxic materials (e.g. phosphates, ammonia, ketones and organic acids).
7. Reduce green algae formation (by absorbing phosphates).
8. Eliminate odours.

*Filtresine will raise an acid pH to neutrality and stabilise it at this level. Because Filtresine acts with extreme rapidity, the pH of an excessively acid tank should be sufficiently raised before Filtresine is used. In an alkaline aquarium first bring pH to desired level. The addition of Filtresine will then assist in maintaining that level.

DIRECTIONS: To ensure proper activity Filtresine should be loosely sandwiched between two layers of filter wool. Filtresine works in any position where water flows past it, for example it can be mixed with the gravel when an undergravel filter is used.

Filtresine may be used in any aquarium filter either inside or outside the tank. It has an active life of four months.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
When it comes to the total environment...

HYKRO KNOW-
HYKRO CARE

As an aquarist you know that nothing short of total concern for their living environment can ensure the complete well-being of your fish — or your own complete satisfaction with the most fascinating of hobbies. You can rely on HYKRO to share this ultimate concern with you.

Our range includes everything for the aquarist: from filters and all filter components and accessories ... through air pumps, syphons, cleaners, gang valves and breeding traps ... through skimmers, feeding rings and aquaria decor. All have been developed through a careful, expert study of the total ideal environment and its many different demands. Which may help to explain why we are known as "the aquarist's aquarists". Not an easy thing to say — but easy enough to understand, when you come to know the specialist quality and comprehensive service offered by HYKRO products.

HYKRO
the aquarist's aquarist

*Hykro products are distributed solely by Peterama Limited, the pet care specialists who touch nothing but the best.

Peterama
The Bitton Estate, Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford, Essex.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
ANOTHER NEW RENA PRODUCT

R505 Water Circulating and Filtering Pump

"F" Filter Carbon Case joins a tried and proven team of:

301 Pump

301R Pump

RENAFLOT

All are available at your usual dealer

IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY WRITE TO:

UNIT 2, FARNBURN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FARNBURN AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
Tel.: SLOUGH 34497

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers

OUTSTANDING EFFICIENCY
FILTERS 100 GALLS. PER HOUR
DESIGNED FOR SEAWATER AS WELL AS FRESHWATER
SILENT MOTOR
LOW CONSUMPTION (8 WATT)
BUILT-IN THERMOSTAT TO AVOID OVERHEATING
price £18.00 plus V.A.T.
price £1.40 plus V.A.T.
price 85p plus V.A.T.

INCREASED POWER
GREATER EFFICIENCY
UNMATCHED AFTER-SALES SERVICE
price £4.26 plus V.A.T.

NEW DESIGN
GREATER POWER
WITH REGULATOR
price £6.55 plus V.A.T.

NEW CONCEPT IN FILTERS
INCREDIABLY EFFICIENT
INEXPENSIVE
UNOBTRUSIVE
Price £1.83 plus V.A.T.

DISTRIBUTED BY IMPELEC LIMITED
KING BRITISH

VIT-A-MIN

The fish food the champions use

.... EVERY DAY!

Don Phillimore,
1 03 Wilbury Way,
Edmonton,
N18 1BX.

Dear Fellow Enthusiast,

I have used KB VIT-A-MIN flake food for the past three years. I use it because I think it the best value for money on the market.

The fish that I won the World Championship with were fed exclusively on VIT-A-MIN with brine shrimp to complete the diet. I find that by feeding this flake my specimens grow quicker, larger and more healthy than any other brand that I have tried.

Yours sincerely,

Don Phillimore
F.F.G.A.

IN 6 POPULAR SIZES PLUS LARGE

FLAKE

Rec, retail price inc. VAT

Small 12 grammes 15p
Medium 26 grammes 25p
Economy 2 ozs. 40p
Breeders 1 lb. £1.63
Jumbo 2 lbs. £4.95
King Size 8 ozs. £1.53
King Size 6 ozs. £1.33

(Large Flake)

LIKE THE SUCCESSFUL BREEDERS
DO. ASK FOR KING BRITISH
VIT-A-MIN AT YOUR LOCAL
AQUARIST OR PET SHOP.

KING BRITISH

AQUARIUM ACCESSORIES CO LTD

HAYFIELD MILLS, HAYCULFE LANE, BRADFORD 5.
YORKSHIRE. TEL: BRADFORD 76241 (3 lines) STD 0274

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Specially balanced & guaranteed formulae

Armitages

FOOD FLAKES

In the business for 200 years, we know about pet fish. These Food Flakes, for tropical and cold water fish, are the results of our experience, each one formulated with care to give your fish the essential balance of protein, including fish liver, insect eggs, aquatic plants, fish meat and roes, and cod liver oil. The very best you can buy – and at sensible prices. They come in plastic drums which are water-tight and mildew-proof, in various sizes.

Armitages the firm that cares for your fish, also supply a wide range of other fish foods and aquarium accessories, ornaments, air pumps, etc., each one top value.

ARMITAGE BROS. LTD · ARMITAGE HOUSE · COLWICK · NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
LETTERS

Fish for All

I very much enjoy reading the whys and wherefores of fish breeding and line breeding and so on, but I always end up wondering what’s wrong with my attitude. Mr. Frank Orme in his article for March is talking about how the successful breeder of fancy goldfish keeps the strains pure. He asks what good it would do if a moor were crossed with a veiltail and asks: "Would you be pleased to find that the fish that he sold to you produced progeny with moor-type eyes?" That pulled me up short as I read the article and I did ask myself the question, and really the answer is that I wouldn’t mind at all. I think the resulting fish might be rather nice. I suppose it’s like the dog world — some concentrate on the pure strains while the rest of us just go on enjoying our Heinz 57.

Legton, London, E.10

H. Davenport

Policy of Marine Association

I was interested to read Arpee’s comments in the February PFM concerning the British Marine Aquarists’ Association and feel that one or two points should be raised further to his article. The BMAA has, thankfully, a management committee who continually review the progress the Association is making and the directions in which it is travelling. As can be expected with such a large body, its members (over 600) have all differing views on what they wish to get out of the BMAA and the way in which they would like to see it develop. While all are united with a single common aim — an advancement in knowledge pertaining to the maritime hobby — it has always been the policy of the BMAA to give as much encouragement to the pursuit of individual interests as possible.

I therefore cannot agree with Arpee that the setting up of a scientific study group in the BMAA could lead to a possible split within it. Indeed I would envisage such a move would strengthen it by increasing our present knowledge about the cultivation of marine animals and plants in small closed circuit aquaria: information which will be of use to all marine aquarists.

While most of the members would be interested in the results of such studies as were undertaken, not all have the necessary inclination, scientific background, time or whatever, to partake in such a small group. The BMAA caters for a wide spectrum of interests in its monthly journal ‘Marinews’ and, through this medium, disseminates knowledge on both the scientific as well as the purely practical aspects of marine fishkeeping.

Should any marine aquarist wish to join the BMAA he will be made welcome: no matter at what level his interests lie, for absolute beginners are catered for just as much as the more advanced marinists. I would advise anyone interested to write to secretary Mr John Vickery, 26 Rosalind Avenue, Bromford Estate, Woodsetton, Dudley, Wores, for details and a membership form, enclosing a SAE for a speedy reply.

Graham C. Robertson,
Journal Editor,
British Marine Aquarists’ Association.

Fish Behaviour

The letter about the behaviour of red-tailed black sharks (PFM, January) raises a question. Should such warring fish always be separated, even when they appear not to damage one another? I have two angel fish in a 24 inch community aquarium which have been there for about 4 years and in that time have grown to quite a size from their original 50p piece proportions. Through most of this period they have kept up an apparently vicious hatred of one another (we call them Punch and Judy), and quite loud thumps are often heard outside their tank as one or other hits the glass in escaping from its opponent. No signs of
 damage are shown, however, and both of the fish will accept crushed snails from my fingers. Would they be better apart? I doubt it and in the light of past experience I would expect that if one were to die the other would not long survive it.

GUILDFORD, SURREY

E. HATFIELD

**Marine Stockists**

THE British Marine Aquarium Society is in the process of compiling a list of retailers in the United Kingdom who stock marine fish and equipment. I would like to ask, through the pages of this magazine, all members to help in this. The idea is that the information gathered would be collated in order of counties and distributed to the membership for the benefit of all. I am sure that any dealer you know, together with a list of marine equipment stocked, to myself and the Nottingham group of the BMAA will do the same.

If any dealer reads this and would like to be placed on the list, please write to me giving the relevant information.

So come on you BMAA members, let's make this the most comprehensive list of its kind in the country.

J. J. SUTCLIFFE

273, Wicklow Court, Old Basford, Nottingham, NG6 0QD.

---

**Meetings and Changes of Officers**

BASINGSTOKE & DAS. Secretary, Mr M. Stone, 103 Lodden Court, Neville Close, Basingstoke, Hampshire: show secretary, Mr H. Rich (38 Pinkerton Drive, Basingstoke, Hampshire): meetings secretary, Miss M. Morgan.

Bristol AS. President, Mr D. Lloyd (v.p.): vice-president, Mr W. Davis: secretary, Mrs C. Summers (22 Heath Gardens, Cotham Heath, Bristol, BS51 2TG): treasurer, Miss B. Morgan.

CARDIFF AS. Chairman, Mr D. Ware; secretary, Mr E. Hartley (38 Spring Gardens Terrace, Roath, Cardiff); meeting-secretary, Mrs M. Watkins; treasurer, Mrs F. Wooldridge; show-secretary, Mr B. Smythe.

COVENTRY P & AS. Chairman, Mr A. Nash; secretary, Mr D. Basingstoke (7 Cerdic Court, Coventry, CV6): assistant-secretary, Miss I. Wooldridge; treasurer, Mr P. Watkins: newsletter-editor, Mr A. Sivernes; show-secretary, Mr S. Wooldridge (33 Lime Tree Avenue, Tile Hill, Coventry).

COVENTRY & DAS. P.O. Mr F. Wooldridge; social-secretary, Mr J. P. Chapman (52 Catherine Road, Coventry, CV2 1DN)

FAIR GUPPY ASSOCIATION, RADLETT SECTION. Chairman, Mr G. Reddell, 8 Holmwood Court, Borehamwood, WD6; secretary, Mr H. Reddell; show-secretary, Mr R. Reddell; meeting-secretary, Mr W. Reddell: treasurer, Miss E. Reddell.

HARLOW AS. Chairman, Mr R. Reddell: vice-chairman & P.R.O., Mr H. Reddell: secretary, Mr J. Reddell (38 Spring Gardens Terrace, Roath, Cardiff); treasurer, Mr L. Reddell; show-secretary, Mr M. Reddell; social-secretary, Mr J. Reddell.

HASTINGS & DAS. Secretary, Mr F. Wood; show-secretary, Mr B. Wood; treasurer, Mr J. Wood; vice-secretary, Mr J. Wood; member.

HIGH WYCOMBE AS. Secretary, Mr Jack Rushton (13 Hawthorne Walk, High Wycombe, Bucks): treasurer, Mr F. Wooldridge; show-secretary, Mr F. Wooldridge.

KINGSTON & DAS. Secretary, Mrs W. Weir 299 Kingston Road, Surbiton; meetings: 2nd Tuesday of month: 7.30 p.m., West Wycombe, High Wycombe.

LEAMINGTON & DAS. Chairman, Mr J. Wood; vice-chairman, Mr R. Wood; show-secretary, Mr D. Wood; principal-secretary, Mr T. Wood; editor, Mr R. Wood, 8 High Street, West Wycombe, Bucks; telephone: 4037; treasurer, Mr J. Wood; meeting-secretary, Mr J. Wood; 1st Tuesday of month: 7.30 p.m., Llandudno Youth Club, High Wycombe.

Llandudno & DAS. Chairman, Mr D. Jones, 11 Park Road, Llandudno, N. Wales: secretary, Mr R. Wood; treasurer, Mr J. Wood;

MARLOW AC. New Secretary. Mr L. R. Wood (25 Caddesley Road, Marlow, Bucks): phone: 26880.

MIDDLESBROUGH AS. Chairman, Mr T. Timmins; vice-chairman, Mr D. Barlow; chairman, Mr S. Birch (Station Terrace, Stockton-on-Tees, Stockton-on-Tees); treasurer, Mr R. Wood; show-secretary, Mr J. Wood; meeting-secretary, Mr J. Edwall; meetings: Birklands, London Road, St Albans; 2nd Friday of month: All welcome.

---

**New venues**

SOUTH Staffs. P.R.O., Mr James Goodale (25 Johnstone Drive, Coppice Farm, Old Greatfield, West Bromwich, West Midlands, B70 0QJ).

WESSEX AS. New Secretary, Mr T. Wood; show-secretary, Mr J. Wood; meeting-secretary, Mr J. Wood; meeting-secretary, Mr J. Wood; 1st Tuesday of month: 7.30 p.m., West Wycombe, High Wycombe, New members welcome.

WYEMOUTH AS. Chairman, Mr C. Taylor; vice-chairman, Mr J. Ford; treasurer, Mrs A. G. Wood; secretary, Mrs A. G. Wood.

---

**Amazon Adventure**

Further to our note in last month's issue about the 5-day escorted tour, 'Amazon Adventure' with Keith Barracough, Aquarist Ltd, Mr Barracough has told us that his firm is now able to make arrangements for deferred payments for the tour by aquarists who wish to join the 'Adventure' and would prefer to meet the costs in this way. Enquiries should be addressed to Keith Barracough Aquarist Ltd, Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5.
DEVELOPMENT OF A FISH — 1

Beneath the Egg Shell

By
IAN C. SELLICK

Illustrations by
the author

How many aquarists, watching anxiously over a batch of eggs lest they develop fungus, know the complex and wonderful processes that are occurring, could they only see them, beneath the egg shells of the very eggs they so jealously guard? How does the egg, a minute approximately spherical blob of oily yolk become organised into an almost exact replica of its parents? Unless we are to believe that the egg originally contained a fish in miniature, a theory disproved centuries ago, then some other process must be unfolding within.

By using the Japanese rice fish, or medaka (Oryzias latipes), it is possible to follow in detail the events occurring, owing to the completely transparent egg shell, or chorion, of this fish. But before I go on to describe the development of the embryo in detail, a few preliminary remarks about the fish themselves, and how to breed them.

The medaka has a wide distribution in China and Japan, with other related species covering the whole Far East. It is found in pools, streams and rice paddies. Adults measure up to 4 cm, and the sexes may be distinguished by the difference of shape of the dorsal and anal fins. In the female, the former is short and lobular, whereas in the male it is long, reaching the base of the caudal fin, and has a distinct notch at its ventro-posterior margin. The anal fin of the female is triangular, and that of the male a parallelogram. There is little
difference in colour between the sexes in the gold variety usually sold in aquarium shops in this country, although during courtship the males appear brighter than the females.

Water conditions are immaterial, my specimens being kept in hardish tap water (about 250 p.p.m.) at pH 7. Temperature is also not critical, the fish withstanding a range of 12°C to 30°C plus. The fish were housed in a 24 in. by 12 in. by 15 in. aquarium densely planted with Cryptocoryne affinis, Sagittaria and with unplanted Najas. Feeding was on proprietary flake supplemented with Daphnia and Tubifex daily. The actual temperature was 25°C.

Spawning invariably occurred at dawn, regularly every day for about 5 months in large females, no separation being necessary either before or after spawning. The eggs are fertilised in copulo immediately after expulsion. The eggs have a large number of sticky threads attached to the 'shell' (chorion) which serve to hold the eggs together in a clump, and this adheres to the flanks of the female for several hours until the eggs are rubbed off in small numbers on to foliage in the water. As the eggs are thus easily visible, the females that have spawned can be caught up and placed in a shallow dish, where the eggs are picked off with forceps by their sticky threads and put into the incubation tanks; I used large (500 ml) glass flasks incubated at 23–28°C with moderate aeration, each flask containing no more than 10 eggs. Once the eggs have been removed, the females can be put back in the breeding tank where they will spawn again quite happily the next morning with no ill-effect.

For anyone with a microscope, the most exciting stage is now beginning. If one or two eggs are placed in a chamber formed by a ring of plasticine about 2 cm in diameter kept filled with aquarium water on a glass slide, the first 4 or so days' development can be watched through the microscope. To observe the very early stages, you'll either have to get up before dawn, or completely black-out the aquarium regularly at night, and only expose the fish to light at a more convenient time, say 9 a.m., when they will spawn, thinking it is dawn!

The unfertilised egg is about 1.3 mm in diameter, and is opaque owing to the presence of a multitude of yolk granules and small oil droplets in the yolk. However, on penetration of a spermatozoon, 'ooplasmic segregation' occurs, a process by which all the oil drops drift towards the vegetal pole (the bottom of the egg), leaving the yolk clear. The oil droplets then fuse into a small number of large drops, easily seen in the accompanying photographs. The yolk granules themselves drift in the opposite direction, and a bump is formed on the surface of the egg at the 'top' (the animal pole). Meanwhile, the egg shell has enlarged and hardened and become lifted from the egg, making a gap of about 0.1 mm (the perivitelline space).

The bump on the surface soon divides in half to form two cells, then again to form successively 4, 8, 16, 32 cells as a flat cap on the surface of the yolk. Each division takes about 30 minutes. At the 32 cell stage, two distinct layers of cells are formed, and subsequent divisions, now asynchronous, produce a rounded cap of cells which become progressively smaller in size, but which do not cover a large area of the animal pole. This stage is called the blastula, and begins to flatten.
Diagrams showing the first stages of gastrulation, with cells moving down over the yolk towards the vegetal pole at the advancing margin (Ge) to form the germ ring (Gg), with the cells thickest at the dorsal lip of the blastopore (Do), where cells roll underneath the advancing margin. Bi = blastoderm, Yo = yolk, Od = oil droplets. Left: egg 16 hours after fertilisation. Right: at 18 hours, the cells that are rolling under at the dorsal lip have formed an elongated band, the embryonic shield (Em).

a little as cells start to move down over the yolk, cell division still continuing. The blastodisc is still circular, and still protrudes into the perivitelline space to a marked degree. As they move down to the vegetal pole, the cells lift slightly to form a gap (the blastocoel) between themselves and the yolk.

By 14 hours, the blastoderm has come to cover about one-third of the surface of the egg, and there is some evidence of cells 'piling-up' at the advancing margin, probably at the expense of the centre, as this region appears to go a little clearer. It is at this stage of piling-up at the lateral margins of the blastoderm, and thus the formation of the 'germ ring', that can be said to indicate the start of the process known as gastrulation.

Unfortunately, gastrulation, occurring as it does about 14 hours after fertilisation and continuing until about 26 hours, takes place entirely at night. In order that some observations of gastrulation could be made, a few eggs were removed from their warm bath at the 10 hour stage, and were placed in a small dish overnight on a windowsill at approximately 10 - 12°C. By this method, gastrulation was retarded sufficiently for observation of the later stages to be possible the following morning.

Gastrulation involves the cells in the thickened germ ring rolling underneath the blastoderm as it moves down the egg, a process of invagination. The point at which the cells move under is the dorsal lip of the blastopore. As the blastoderm moves down, the cells which have 'rolled under' remain in approximately the same position relative to the egg, and thus form a band which elongates progressively at the end nearest the vegetal pole to produce the embryonic shield. By the time the gastrula has expanded to cover nearly the whole of the yolk surface, a band of cells is just visible in the centre of the shield, the embryonic keel.

To be continued

HEARTY congratulations are the order of the day for Armig ate Bros. Limited of Colwick, Nottingham, makers of Armstrong's Fish Food Flakes and of Guinea Fish Foods and aquarium products. Their organisation has just received the International Gold Medallion Award for Export Achievements, given by the International Export Association to companies who have increased their exports by over 40% for 2 consecutive years. Besides their aquatic interests, Armig ate are also the manufacturers of many items for the dog, cat and bird 'worlds' and their products have been particularly successful in North America, Scandinavia and the E.E.C. countries.

We extend our congratulations to Mr Frank D. Perry, sales director, whom many of our readers will have met over the years at The Aquarium Show on the Armitage stand, and to their export team headed by Mr V. Woolgar and Mr R. Bushbridge. Such success abroad has a direct benefit for the hobby at home in enabling new products to be developed for both markets.
I often get enquiries from local people about the maladies of their fish and the failures of their plants, and nearly always there is genuine and deep-seated concern for the well-being and comfort of each afflicted creature. By far the bulk of these enquiries come from owners of pond fishes, who usually seem to regard the goldfish in particular as just another member of the family, and therefore in a special category all of its own. It is quite remarkable how emotional some folk can get over their pets — even those with fins — and in these days of outrages and lowered standards of all kinds I find it most pleasant that there is this level of concern and that its distribution is as widespread as I have seen it to be.

It is not to be wondered at that it is the fish in ponds which seem to suffer most. Those which spend their lives in tanks have an altogether softer and less dangerous existence than those in outside ponds, even if the closer confinement does make some specimens run to fat. Feeding is regular, disease is immediately spotted and treated, and any symptoms of unease or discomfort are immediately apparent. By contrast, pool fish have to contend with the ravages of the British climate, with large predators like herons and small predators like hydra; they have to compete with the nasty habits of frogs and toads and sometimes small children. They may suffer from excesses of feeding or quite the reverse, and if disease breaks out it is almost certainly a matter of survival of the fittest.

Perhaps the most frequent ailment is the fluffy white fungus which appears on nearly all fish after an injury. All the books will tell you that this can be cured by salt baths, and this is done if you find it practicable to net the affected fish. On the whole this is a major snag to start with, and often no action is taken in fact. You will sometimes get away with this and the fish will recover, but as often as not the creature will succumb and you will only be aware of the fact when counting the heads when the first real burst of spring sunshine brings the fish to disport themselves at the surface in such rare luxury. Sometimes a weak and gasping specimen will be found in the pool margin, possibly too weak to restore to health even in the comfort of an indoor tank.

The causes of fungus are many, but one which came to my attention the other week may be of interest. Probably the majority of lesions are caused by fish hitting rockwork or other submerged sharpnesses. It is probable that injuries in this category will right themselves, assuming that the fish are in good health and in favourable environmental conditions. One of my highly decorative colleagues had recovered a dead fish from her pond and presented me with a jam jar containing a creature which she had removed from the operculum of her fish, and I was somewhat stymied as I had not met this particular specimen before. It was a long thin affair, of triangular section, with a sucker pad on one end and apparently a small head on the other. It was about an inch long and performed the weaving motion suggestive of tubifex. It turned out to be what I believe is Hemiclepsis marginata, a leech of still waters.

The unfortunate thing about finding things like this on your fish is the lack of knowledge of how many more there are in the pond. There may be an infestation or there may be only a few. I very much doubted whether, in this case, it would reach plague proportions, but I did advise a thorough search. If there were a significant number I would suggest emptying and restocking — the same sort of treatment as for a hydra infestation. Obviously a lot depends on the nature of the pool and its contents, and sometimes one simply has to accept that Nature will have to take its course, even at major loss to the fishkeeper.

The insidious feature of leech attack is that the hosts are progressively weakened over a period. The predator latches on, fills up and then drops off to enjoy itself until it is ready to repeat the attack. Fungus which arises as a result of this...
can appear to have killed a fish, whereas in fact it is simply a by-product of something more serious. Many attachments like these can be picked off fish with tweezers (hold the fish in a wet cloth during the process). Hervey and Hems recommend treating all wounds with a very dilute disinfectant and then dabbing a little petroleum jelly on to keep the water (and further infection) from the danger area.

This is but a small incident in the life of a pool, and the more you have to do with pond life the more you will understand quite what a battle it all is. The fish which live from year to year in our outside ponds, without doubt are the fitter and ('cleverer') specimens which we have selected. They have to work hard for their survival, and deserve all the help we can give them to keep up with the world they live in.

A reader has written with details of aggressiveness on the part of his redtailed black sharks, which seemed intent on destroying one another even though physically separated from one another by a tank divider. I have searched through several books to read what the various authorities have recorded on the subject, and nowhere is there anything much to enable the beginner to anticipate the sort of situation described by Mr Roberts. True, there are suggestions that the species indulges in scraps, but these are far removed from the bloody happenings which some fishkeepers have to contend with. I must admit that I have never found this fish seriously vindictive, but I believe the aggressiveness as a feature of male fish, which are establishing a form of territory, and it is something to be reckoned with. It is unfortunate for the fishkeeper that sexing is so difficult, otherwise it may prove less wearing if females were run together and males were reserved for solo appearances in mixed collections of other species. Mr Roberts might do well to put his fish separately into other tanks he might have, in which case they will probably settle down quite well — provided there are no other large sharks present!

It will be found that territorial aggressiveness will develop in many species as individual fish come of age, but there is a golden rule that one should always err on the safe side and regard fish as individuals. For many this will be rather difficult to swallow, as the millions of our tiny fish are all so obviously the same. But are they? In some cases most specimens are notoriously reliable and they tend to behave according to expectation, yet every so often one comes across the exception which reveals the basic assertion I have made. Neons and cardinals are usually looked upon as unexceptionable, but if you observe them closely you will often detect battles, sometimes with minor injury resulting. Individual lemon tetras have often struck me as quarrelsome, though I doubt whether any writer would ever have classified this species as anything but a good community fish. It does rather seem that fish, like humans, take personal dislikes to other individuals, and this antipathy can be permanent and very bitter. There will be instances where there is absolutely no question of territoriality entering into the argument (fish in adjacent tanks), or of 'growing up' problems (immature fish taking sides).

In most cases separation of the contenders will prove successful, and in alternative company they may never give trouble. But it is most important to recognise in all cases whether aggressiveness stems from a normal tendency of the species or from an aberration. In the former case the fish are demonstrating to you the fact that they want to spawn or that you have put two of the same sex together. Given the right sort of treatment for the real state of affairs, the results of corrective action may be most rewarding, such as a 'first' spawning. The requirements for these situations are usually well documented, and even if the book fails to spell out the needs of each fish, the groups are usually dealt with adequately in available literature, and all the aquarist has to know is whether the fish are cichlids or catfish or loaches etc.

You will find no guidance about individual eccentricities within species, because this is an inexact subject and writers of fish books (with just one or two notable exceptions) usually try to sweep inconvenient things like this under the carpet. Don't panic, though, if you see some of your fish having a fight. If injuries appear on the first occasion you have probably got to do something about it, but if it amounts to nothing much more than 'facing up' and the loss of a few scales,
you may get away with it. My two knife
tetras seem to have a regular evening ses-
sion in which they flash at one another and
scales fly everywhere, but they look
splendid.
These comments do not apply to what
are termed ‘rogue fish’, which are usually
superb examples of any species, but
possessed by the devil. They snap at and
harry every other fish they meet and are
a perfect nuisance. There is no cure and
they are best passed back to your dealer
or to a breeder who may find it possible
to mate them suitably. The behaviour of
all fishes is a topic I find infinitely fascinat-
ing and I wish that more readers wrote
down instances of unusual manifestations.
The subject in general is woefully under-
recorded and nothing is too ordinary for
most readers to read and ponder over.

MARINIST’S Notebook

By ROY PINKS

THESE inflationary times are particular-
ly nasty in that they do not treat all
alike, and for many people the rapid rise
in the cost of living signifies the jettison-
ing of all the trimmings. If you have cut
everything to the bone in order to tackle
the saltwater side of the hobby it may be
something of a shock to see in cold print
what the initial bill is likely to be. Mere
cost will not deter the enthusiast, to be
sure, but I think it is very important to
weigh up all the long-term factors before
starting with marines.
This is generally true in all hobbies,
but in those areas where progress is meas-
ured in modules (the tank being the
module in our case), it is highly relevant
to the argument that the module itself
should be clearly defined and understood
before the first irreversible steps are taken.
Marines are the most difficult and the
most expensive branch of the hobby, so
failures hit one hard: at the same time
this is perhaps the most fascinating part of
aquarium keeping because of its challenge
and because the animal and plant life met
with are quite matchless. The incentives
to succeed are thus extremely strong and
the emotion of the moment often over-
shadows all reason, to the extent that many
a beginner sets himself a completely im-
possible target from the very outset. Few
things are more catching than disillusion,
however.

The following is a statement of the
approximate cost of a typical tropical
marine system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tank (for 30 gallons)</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Coral Sand</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral etc.</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergravel filter</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump etc.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea salt mix</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater/thermostat</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermometer, oddments etc.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This comes to about £60. The first fish,
medication and food will add another £20.
So £75 is about the right figure to consider
for your module. There will probably be
a lot of criticism of this figure, and I shall
be pleased to receive and discuss it. High
as it seems, there will be many who will
expect to lay out nearly £100, which is a
lot of money, even today.
Certain items in my list need amplifica-
tion, and I also need to comment on some
which are not there. The tank is given as
equating to the 36in. aquarium, probably
the most popular size for the modern
home. The marinist, for some strange
reason, seems to favour 48in. tanks, so on
this item I may be undershooting, if any-
thing. I agree that with marines one should.
aim at a reasonably sized tank (not the biggest you can afford, as is sometimes recommended), taking into consideration the notion that if expansion proves possible, it will tend to be in progression of units of this size.

All-glass tanks made at home will enable the cost-conscious aquarist to reduce this item considerably (but don’t forget to add £2 or so for sealant). If the tank is homemade the cover will also come out cheaper because you can stick some glass ledges just inside the tank top, and these will serve to support the cover glass, which should be thick enough to bear the overhead lighting unit. Some aquarists arrange these ledges in such a way that the cover glass can be made in two pieces, capable of being slid along the bearers — a neat and convenient aid to trouble-free servicing.

As to whether you have gravel or coral sand, I believe this to be a personal decision. Much has been written about the buffering value of highly expensive coral sand, but I am inclined to the view that this has been exaggerated on the evidence of my own tanks. I believe that there is a notional advantage in having coral sand, but the practical advantage in my case has been so insignificant that I would not buy coral sand again for a normal marine aquarium.

I have allotted £5 for a pump, and I am prepared to be howled down over this. I would pay several times this sum for a really good pump, as this one item can make or break a system. My mistake here would again have been an error on the low side, so the £60 figure is still not unreasonable.

As to omissions it will be noted that there are no ultra-violet fitments, ozonizers, protein skimmers etc., which some fanciers declare to be quite essential. Well, I don’t believe them any more than certain highly respected authorities do, and I therefore offer these bits as options. To include them would put the cost well over the £100 mark, and I do not set out to horrify, simply to inform.

These are just the bare essentials. The main upkeep item is sea salt mix, and if a quarter of the tank is replenished every month, this will add up to £12 a year. This is the only commitment likely to be underestimated by the convert from freshwater fishkeeping, as the other running costs like electricity, food, medication, and so on are comparable with normal expenditure elsewhere. For native marines there is a heavy discount on the above, depending rather on how near the sea you live and how many friends you have in the sub-aqua clubs!

---

**Is it New to You?**

*Photograph by CLIFF HARRISON*

Imported as Leptobarbus hooveni, this predominantly silvery South American fish has the habit of remaining stationary in the water for long periods. These specimens (photographed at St John’s Aquarium, 140 St John’s Hill, Battersea, London), are about 3 inches in body length. Caudal, anal and ventral fins are flushed with red and the caudal and dorsal have slight black tips. The silver scales have dark edges and there is a dark blue lateral line, and dark blue spot behind the operculum. The wide mouth of this fish suggests predatory habits.
Veil Variety of the Rosy

By RUDOLPH Zukal

Photograph by the author

It was many decades ago that this decorative barb was first imported from northern India, Bengal and Assam and ever since it has been much loved by aquarists. It is an ideal fish, not only for the beginner but for the experienced fishkeeper as well. Real veterans amongst the fishkeeping fraternity may remember the early days of this barb's arrival among us (its very first appearance was in 1963). Not only the beautiful red colour of the male's body, with its black-edged fins, but also the vivacity of this fish in the aquarium made it a firm favourite.

In June of last year, during a visit to East Germany, I saw specimens of this fish with beautiful outspread fins, and I could hardly believe my eyes. My interest was aroused at once. I then learnt that my friend, Herr Pederzani, the editor-in-chief of East Germany's aquatic magazine, was on a visit to Leningrad and could obtain
three pairs of this beautiful long-finned barb there, and that from the first spawning in Germany I would be able to acquire three pairs and so propagate them in large numbers.

I am delighted that this new fish — more correctly, perhaps, new variety — will enrich our aquaria. Although the long-finned form possesses the typical barb-shaped body, it does look somewhat slimmer. It is, I think, the effect of the finnage — all the fins, except for the pectoral, being extended. Particularly in the male the dorsal fin is drawn out and it is coloured a deep black. During its breeding display the male's body radiates a blood-red colour to which the black dorsal makes a magnificent contrast.

A temperature of 65°F (18°C) even is not too low for the original strain of rosy barb but the long-finned variety requires rather more warmth and water temperature should not fall below 68-70°F (20°C). At spawning time the temperature should be raised to 70°F (21°C). The care and breeding of the long-finned form of the rosy barb presents no special problems — it is just as simple as with the original strain. This fish, too, spawns readily in a medium-sized tank normally planted and filled with water from the tap. The male can be put into the spawning tank a day or two in advance of the female, and once the female is added, provided that the fish have been well-conditioned in advance and are ready, spawning takes place shortly afterwards. The fish spawn in the plants and they must be removed at the end of the spawning as they will eat the eggs. The young hatch after 48 hours and with good feeding the sexes can easily be recognised after 3 months. The longer fins also begin to be visible about this time.

---

A Centre-piece for the larger Aquarium

By K. RATAJ

Photographs by RUDOLPH ZUKAL

This plant is one that has been known to aquarium keepers for a long time — although often by the incorrect name *Echinodorus grandiflorus* or *E. nubeculatus*. (In fact *E. nubeculatus*, or *E. scaber* as it should be called, has a leaf blade with a blunt incised tip whereas our plant, *E. macrophyllus*, has an elongated tip to the leaf.) It belongs to the water plantain family (Alismataceae) and is to be found throughout eastern Brazil, as far down as the temperate zone of Argentina. Its greatest concentration is in the south Brazilian states of Sao Paulo and Santa Catarina.
Under water the plant develops a rosette of leaves, 12-16 inches (30-40 cm) long. The leaf blades (about 8 in. long and 8 in. wide) are dark green, sometimes spotted with a red-brown colour, heart-shaped and with a distinctly elongated tip. Their margins are undulate, or wavy, which is one means of distinguishing it from another similar plant, *E. longiscapus*, though the latter does also carry long, transparent lines on the leaf blades that are missing in *E. macrophyllus*.

Leaves above the water can grow up to 4 ft. (120 cm.) long—with leaf blades of 12-16 in., as wide as they are long and triangularly heart-shaped. The upright, cylindrical, stems are about twice as long as the leaf blades. The flowers form irregular clusters of 6 to 13 whorls, each of which bear six to nine flowers.

Because of its tendency to put out emerse leaves, *E. macrophyllus* requires no extra nourishment and does best in a simple gravel substrate, where its growth may be slowed down. Apart from the need to control its growth by regulating the nourishment and light it receives, water conditions and temperature are not critical, since it can be used in both the tropical and the coldwater tank.
Buying New Coldwater Stock

By FRANK W. ORME

This is the time of year when a great many coldwater fishes of all sorts are sold to novice fishkeepers. Only too often the eager purchaser finds that, after a while, disappointment awaits as the fish start to die off. To some extent this risk can be avoided by selecting only those specimens that appear to be in good health. First take a close look at the seller’s stock tank to see whether it is unduly overcrowded: are the fish active or sulking, is the tank clean, are there any dead fish? If all seems well the chosen fish can be given a very close inspection. The fish should be swimming actively without perkiness, the eyes clear and bright with no sign of a cloudy film, fins should be clear and well spread with no signs of milkiness or blood streaks. The body must look well nourished with no sign of injury. Avoid fish that show any of the following faults: a wasted body that makes the head appear large; dull, cloudy eyes; split or torn fins; blood spots or streaks on either body or fins; white film or bloom over head or scales; scales that seem to stand up instead of lying flat. Nor should there be any sign of small white ‘cotton-wool’ tufts of fungus. Any minute white spots, pimples or ulcers, or apparent pieces of thread, anywhere on the fish and the specimen must be avoided, together with any seemingly healthy fish in the same tank. Exercise caution at all times, especially with imported stock, for it is better to be safe than sorry — far better to go away empty-handed and try elsewhere.

Having obtained the fish, the same caution should be exercised when they are brought home. On no account should they be put with established healthy fish — the apparently healthy newcomer may be carrying a latent disease that has yet to show itself. It must be given a period of quarantine of at least 14 days. As an added precaution the new arrival can be treated for flakes. There are a number of methods that can be used but the safest is, probably, the treatment with Sterazin; if the instructions on the plastic bottle are followed this medicament will clear flakes safely from both young and adult fish.

An advantage of the treatment is that it is not necessary to change the tank water either before, during or after treatment.

During the quarantine period the fish should be fed with good nourishing foods in order to build up its strength, the likelihood being that the fish has received little food for some time whilst passing through the hands of the various dealers.

April is also the start of the pond planting season and, amongst pond plants, pride of place goes to the water lily. There is hardly a garden pool that does not contain at least one specimen of this popular plant, dedicated by the Greeks to Nymphs, before the birth of Christ. The genus name Nymphaea was bestowed upon lilies by Linnaeus — the celebrated botanist. The water lily family ranges from the diminutive N. tetragona, that will grow in a mere 6 inches of water, up to the gigantic tropical Victoria amazonica, which has leaf pads so large that they can support the weight of a man without sinking.

Horticulturists have produced a number of lily hybrids which bear most attractive coloured flowers; many of these are suitable for growing in our climate and will do well in the garden pool if proper care is given to the planting. A nurseryman’s catalogue of water plants will usually list a number of varieties suited to differing size, and depth, of pool. Our own native water lily is N. alba, which is common to many lakes and still waters; it bears large pure white flowers with bright golden stamens. Unfortunately this lily is not suitable for the average pool as it grows very large and requires very deep water.
I do not propose to suggest the names of any variety as this is very much a matter of personal choice (and depth of pocket). However, I would caution against purchasing plants that are recommended for water that is either much shallower or deeper than can be offered by the pool in which they are to be planted. A shallow water plant will never be happy if planted out of its depth and may well fade away. On the other hand, the more robust water lily will settle down fairly well to shallow water and commence to cover the pool surface with crowded overlapping leaves that exclude light from both fish and other submerged plants — then it becomes a nuisance rather than the subject of admiration. True, the leaves can be cut back, but this will not cure the problem that has been created for anything but a short time. Keep your choice within the nurseryman’s recommendations and all should be well.

The water lily can be planted in a good stiff loam — preferably in one of the plastic baskets that can usually be purchased from the same source as the lily; no fertiliser need be added as the roots will seek out nourishment in the bottom silt, as the plant grows. Make sure that the lily rhizome is secure, without the growing crowns being covered; the container can then be gently lowered into the water, taking care that the planting medium is not disturbed. Ideally the container should be placed on house bricks, or supported in some other way, so that any young leaves are just below the water surface. As the plant grows it can be lowered, brick at a time, until it stands upon the base of the pool with the leaves at, or just below, the surface.

Established plants that have become overcrowded can be lifted and the rhizome swilled clean. Inspect the lily carefully to find a new growing crown and then, with a very sharp knife, cut through the old stock to remove the young crown together with a few roots. This young plant can then be firmly inserted in fresh loam and lowered, as already described, into the water.

As with any plant, it pays to remove the heads of spent lily blooms, which will encourage further flowers to form and, of course, prevents the dead flower rotting in the pool. During the autumn the leaves and stalks can be gently pulled off the plant; as they die back, so that as little pollution as possible is caused as the lily becomes dormant for the winter.

Give the water lily the care it deserves in the early days and, when established, it will grace your pool for many years with very little further attention, providing shade for the fish and pleasure to the eye of visitors on warm and sunny summer days.

Good news for all who are concerned about the pollution of our natural waters was a report in a Midland weekend newspaper, the SUNDAY MERCURY. The story stated that fish are slowly returning to the 33 miles network of once-dead rivers that lie within Birmingham’s boundaries. In most it is the lowly stickleback that has put in an appearance, but in others, such as the River Cole, Council Researchers have netted both perch and roach. Some stretches of water are still unable to support fish life and the worst of these is the Tame, which becomes polluted as it passes through the heavily industrialised ‘Black Country’ before it enters Birmingham.

The report claims that the City Fathers are so pleased with their pure water success that the scientific data are being made available to other conservation bodies. This made very pleasant reading — being so different from the more frequent tales of gloom, strife and mayhem that we read. However, the report ended by drawing attention to the potential threat of further pollution that could arise from the growing number of do-it-yourself car maintenance enthusiasts, who thoughtlessly pour dirty engine oil down drains. This habit is to be deplored by all aquarists, for the oil will, of course, eventually reach open water.

★ ★ ★

Those who were able to watch TV West during the latter part of January might have seen the early evening item in which cameras visited the fish house of Mr Graham Bell, of Bristol AS. The shubunkin was given great publicity, and the programme also covered some of the other fancy goldfish varieties, with a brief mention being given to tropical fishes. Mr H. C. B. Thomas, secretary of Bristol Aquarium Society, was interviewed and described how the Bristol shubunkin was developed in the city and, over the years, has become widely known throughout the world by fishkeepers. This sort of publicity should have a beneficial effect and could attract many newcomers to the ranks of goldfish keepers.
A move has been made, in the Midlands, to set up a National Goldfish Show. The better setting out the proposal invited the country's six specialist societies to participate in the setting up, and prior negotiations, of the suggested venture. As twenty classes were envisaged, this might provide the means for those interested in a National Show of Lionheads and Orandas, to show their fish within a single-variety class as part of a comprehensive National Show of Fancy Goldfish Varieties. The final lines of the letter of proposal suggested that this could be a means of bringing unity to the hobby. Provided that all are willing to work together, putting aside politics and differences of opinion, it could be.

The season of open fish shows is now with us and this month the Coventry Pool and Aquarium Society stage their one-day Open Show at Coventry (see 'Dates for Your Diary'). This year the coldwater section has been arranged by the Association of Midland Goldfish Keepers and comprises nine classes: 1, common goldfish and varieties (metallic scaled); 2, Bristol shubunkins; 3, carassius scaled fantails and pearl-scales; 4, orandas (metallic scales) and veiltails (metallic and nacreous); 5, moors; 6, bubble-eyes, celestial, lionheads and pam-poms (metallic scaled); 7, any other variety of singletail goldfish; 8, any other variety of twintail goldfish; 9, pond and river fish. This is a great improvement upon the more usual restricted classes that are provided for the coldwater exhibitor in one-day shows. It allows all varieties to be shown to better advantage for both exhibitor and spectator and, of course, the judges' task becomes a little easier when like is judged against like, avoiding the complaint that a common goldfish has been placed over a veiltail, or whatever the case may be.

Perhaps other show committees will endeavour to follow the lead given by the Coventry Society, for surely the coldwater fishkeeper should be given as much consideration as those who show tropical fish; wider classes, will, no doubt, encourage many more coldwater fishkeepers to exhibit their fish. How often I have had said to me: "I am not interested in showing my fish in a mixed class — even for one day", and I must admit that I sympathise with this point of view. Whilst I can accept a fish being pushed out of the cards by a similar variety of goldfish I would, nevertheless, feel most upset if a fantail, for instance, were to take precedence over one of my lionheads — unless it was a very good specimen of the fantail goldfish variety — and the fantail exhibitor would be equally annoyed if his fish was beaten by a common goldfish! (For the benefit of the newcomer to goldfish keeping it should, perhaps, be explained that the reference to common goldfish is in no way derogatory but merely refers to the variety.)

The Aquarium Show '75
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Presented by The Federation of British Aquatic Societies
All enquiries: The Show Organiser (Tel. 01-947 2805)
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A Small Community Tetra

Hyphessobrycon georgettae

IT is some years now since I first enjoyed the friendship of the best of Hungarian aquarists, Mr Zsilinszky Sándor. This friendship is maintained by correspondence rather than visits and, of course, is further strengthened by our mutual hobby as aquarists. If I, or Sándor, come across a novelty in the fish line, then we exchange not only information but also fish. So it was that for some small Steatocranus cosuarus I received six small tetras, Hyphessobrycon georgettae. My supposition that the fish would grow bigger was quite incorrect for, at a length of 1 ½ inches (3.5 cm.), they proved to be fully grown. The male remains the slimmer and smaller fish.

Sex differentiation is shown not only in size but also in differences in the dorsal fin. In the male, the dorsal is almost completely dark coloured, whereas the female’s dorsal carries more of a dark fleck. In body shape these fish look very much like smaller versions of Hyphessobrycon bifasciatus. The ground colour is orange-brown, lighter on the belly. Although the dorsal is dark the first fin-ray remains white and the other fins are reddish.

These little characin come from northern Brazil and were first imported into Europe in 1962, but they are not

By RUDOLPH ZUKAL

Photographs by the author

Translated by F. MARSH
In the course of the 3 hours during which eggs were laid by the pair of Hyphessobrycon georgii, they spawned in all parts of the aquarium, sometimes just beneath the surface of the water (right).

Most egg-laying took place in the plant masses, as shown here; spawning occurring near the bases where foliage was thickest.
very often available, at least in my country. Why is this? Well, possibly their rather unspectacular coloration and small size may account for some of it. In themselves, the fish are entirely peaceful tank inhabitants and generally undemanding. Care and breeding is similar to that for neons — the difference is they need more warmth. Temperature required for maintenance is at least 72–75°F (22–24°C) and for breeding 79–82°F (26–28°C).

It goes without saying that when I received my fish I wanted to prove my aquaristic ability with this species, too, and so I prepared a 2½ gallon tank (10 litres). I took water from the top of their holding tank and mixed it with about a gallon (3 litres) of distilled water, to give me a fairly soft water. Temperature was 79°F (26°C). The fish spawn easily and I was able to watch next day and record the breeding with my camera.

Spawning took place as with other Hyphecozygon species. The male swam towards the plants and tried to entice the female. This did not work so he rammed her softly in the belly. I could see no sign of biting or other wounding — possibly because the female soon reciprocated his interest and followed the male into the plants. There she searched for a suitable place. As she hesitated for a moment, the male joined her, there was a twisting movement, the fish fell apart and the a number of tiny, crystal-clear eggs fell to the bottom and remained partly stuck to the plants. After about 3 hours, when the spawning was over, I removed the parents (as they will eat the eggs), turned on a light, fine, aeration and awaited events. Unfortunately, overnight, the temperature...
Two New Goldfish Varieties from Japan

By R. M. WHITTINGTON

Illustrations by P. WHITTINGTON

ONE of the pleasures to be obtained from being Bulletin editor of the Goldfish Society of Great Britain is correspondence exchanged with the membership. As we have a high proportion of overseas members, understandably such correspondence is in the main between them and myself.

It was with great interest that I received in early 1973 a letter from a new member in Japan inviting exchange of correspondence and offering articles for our Bulletin. He said his main interests centred around the Ranchu (bramblehead), the Azumashi-shiki (nacreous oranda), the Tosakin and the Jikin. In my reply, welcoming exchange of views between us, I had to confess that the latter two goldfish varieties were new to me. I have now been supplied with information which is offered as being of considerable interest to goldfish lovers.

The Tosakin

The Tosakin is probably the rarest, most delicate and difficult to maintain of all known goldfish varieties in the world. It appears to exist only in the metallic form, and frequently late colouring (up to 3 years), due to selection for other factors. This fish is similar in general outline to the fantail; the caudal fin is longer, however, and joined at the top. From 1 year old through to 3 years, the bottom lobes of the caudal turn right over in a fold and sweep towards the front of the fish. One could take as standard these lobes reaching up to the gill covers, and in the very best specimens they would go to the level of the eyes. This fish is essentially for the amateur enthusiast. Good quality young are only one or two per 1,000 hatched. The formation of the caudal means that the fish is only able to ‘waddle’ around and the usual method of keeping Tosakin is in large round bowls. This encourages them to keep swimming slowly in circles, which assists an even tail development. Hand-spawning is normally carried out when breeding as the fish is unable to have a good chase round in the usual way.

The home of the Tosakin is around Kochi in Shikoku (the north island), where they are kept and bred by a small number of enthusiasts, now united into a preservation society. It is not certain
Photographs on this page show a 1-year-old specimen of the Jikin. Areas appearing dark in the pictures are red. (Reproduced from colour photographs)

whether the variety arose (in the 19th century) by cross or mutation. The present-day stock has been bred from one pair which survived the 1939-45 war to produce 200 young. The total stock in Japan probably does not exceed this number even today. In 1969 government assistance was provided when the Tosakin was declared a 'Prefecture Treasure' (for Prefecture in Japan, read County in Britain). The variety is presently unknown in this country but a very few have been imported into the U.S.A.

The Jikin

Another very scarce and expensive goldfish, again strictly for the hobbyist. The body contours are similar to a common goldfish; a little deeper, perhaps, but certainly nowhere approaching a fantail. The fins generally are also similar in size to those of the common goldfish. Two features set the Jikin apart, though: the caudal fin and colour pattern. The caudal is double, but each half is set at right angles to the body, so when viewed from the rear whilst the fish is still, the caudal takes the form of a letter X. Another description is that of the outspread wings of a butterfly. This position of caudal gives the impression that the fish is 'strutting' through the water rather than swimming. In these two ways we have the popular Western names of 'butterfly tail' and 'peacock'.

The body is white in colour (metallic) and the fins are brilliant red, as are the lips. This is the ideal colour combination for a Jikin and the fish is extremely attractive in appearance. Selection for correct tail leaves around 1 or 2% of the spawning, from which the right colour pattern (known as 'six point red' — tail, lips and fins) brings us down to one fish remaining per 1,000 eggs hatched. This is for naturally coloured fish; certain breeders, however, are not above peeling off a few red scales from the body to achieve the desired result!

The Jikin is pond-hardy and requires no special conditions or diet. It has been imported into the U.S.A. in small numbers, and the very first pair to arrive in England did so in 1974. It is not yet known whether they are a true pair but they are being carefully studied.

This then is a description of two goldfish varieties so difficult to produce in their accepted forms that they approach the impossible, requiring great dedication by the breeders. Between them they incorporate genetic variations which have not so far been studied over here. It is hoped to establish the Jikin at any rate in reasonable numbers over the next few years, in order to carry out further research and to make some attempt to introduce this very appealing goldfish to the British scene.
Readers’ Queries Answered

Plant-eaters

I have two small tinfoil barbs and I would like to get them to full size. I would have thought a tank that was going to get so large would have been pretty large from the beginning but I just the previous two I bought before they put on any size at all. The two new ones are also very thin, and I want to give them every chance.

Assuming that the stock you are obtaining is disease-free, good feeding, plenty of swimming space and regular part changes of the water are basic requirements for growing fish on. The trials of the journey to this country that many imported fishes suffer should not be underestimated — even after quarantining and feeding in the dealer’s tanks they may require extra care and attention at the start. Your Barbus schwenkfeldii could be fed with white worms, daphnia, tubifex and flake foods, progressing, as they grow, to tablet dried foods, large flake foods, chopped or small earthworms, tubifex. But whatever size they are they need plenty of vegetable matter — seeded lettuce, duckweed, plants pruned from other tanks, riccia, water lettuce, cooked spinach. Do not expect to be able to have a good display of water plants in their tank.

Tank size will also play its part in their growth — the biggest possible tank should be used and preferably not one less than 36 in. long. Matured water should be used and the tank kept free of excess of mulm. A siphoning-out every 3 weeks or so could be used to replace about a quarter of the tank water. Don’t forget these fish are great jumpers and the tank must always be well covered. You obviously know that these barbs attain a large size — others who are tempted by small specimens for community tanks should be well aware of what can happen!

Pond Flowers

I would like to grow water hawthorn in my pond this year. I think it will be more suitable for my rather small pond than a water lily because the pond doesn’t get much sun, but will this stop the water hawthorn flowering?

A list of optimum growing conditions for water hawthorn (A. distachus) would include a sunny position but it is a most accommodating pond plant. It will still flower in shade — in a variety of water depths from 9 inches to 3 ft — and delight with its sweet-smelling white flowers from April to October or even longer if the weather is very mild. It is a strong grower and seeds freely so it is recommended that the rhizomes should be confined to a small planting basket in a loam base. This will also ease the task of dividing the tubers as they grow and need replanting.
Lily Pests

Last year I found my water lilies infected with green, black and various other coloured flies. Now that I'm thinking of the garden pond again I wondered if there was any insecticide that could be used that would not harm the goldfish.

Do not be tempted to use any form of insecticide anywhere near the pond. This mild winter may well mean that garden pests will be in great abundance this year. A good hard winter does help to keep the pest population down. But the control of aphids on water-lily leaves is very simple and not very time-consuming — a jet of water from the garden hose will dislodge the flies into the pond to the pleasure of the fishes.

Arpee, in FVM a few years back, passed on a hint gleaned from a radio gardening programme — though it will not help your problem this year. The gardening panel stated that such aphids hatched from thousands of eggs that have been laid on bushes and fruit trees before the winter set in and that in order to prevent the appearance of the flies in the summer, woody growths likely to harbour such eggs should be sprayed once in the November-February dormant period with a proprietary tar/oil wash.

Malawi Diet

What is the best diet for Pseudotropheus fuscus and can I keep them in a planted tank?

These fish will take dried foods, daphnia, tubifex, scraped meat and so on, but their main diet must be vegetable. This does not mean, however, that they will destroy all the plants in your tank. They are, in their native habitat along the rocky shores of Lake Malawi, some of the great exponents of algal rock-scrapping. Their several rows of teeth and rigid mouth are so arranged to enable them to approach a rock and either nibble or twist the algal mat and indigenous population from its surface. Provided they are given plenty of green material in their diet, cooked cabbage, lettuce, spinach etc. they should not destroy the higher plants of your tank.

Underwater 'Roses'

I have a chance to buy some 'underwater roses', or so I have been told they are called. They sound rather exotic and as they are dearer than run of the mill stuff like vallis, I want to be sure I know how to grow them.

These 'underwater roses' are almost certain to be Stenolobus floribundus, a very pretty plant with light green rosettes of leaves which cover the bottom of a tank and grow hardly 4 inches tall. Like many of our aquarium plants, its natural growing conditions are hardly duplicated in our tanks. This plant from North and South America and the West Indies grows in Nature in shallow water or on damp banks. But it will survive well enough to make an interesting aquarium addition. Ideally it requires soft, slightly acid water with some salt in it and requires plenty of illumination. And it will do much better in tanks that are kept at the lower end of the temperature scale, not above 72°F (22°C).

Congo Tetras

I want to have a shoal of Congo tetras in my largest tank (5 ft. by 15 in. by 18 in.) and I am proposing to keep them in soft water filtered over peat. What tank companions would also enjoy these conditions?

Abramites microcephalus, the marbled headstander, likes a soft, slightly acid water and its colour pattern might give a nice contrast to the Congo tetras, or Chilodus punctatus, the spotted headstander, which is a very peaceful fish and doesn't have the tendency that older specimens of A. microcephalus have of quarrelling amongst themselves. The dwarf eichhols, Apistogramma agassizii, A. ramirezi, A. ornatus, would also make suitable companions.

DETAILS of the HORSFORTH & BAS Open Show have now reached us. Trophy winners were: Frankie Vaughan trophy, Mr. B. Perkins (Workop); Ladies trophy, Mrs. P. Laycock (Sheaf Valley); C. & J. Corns trophy, Mr P. Armstrong (Heywood); Helm Aquaria trophy, Mr J. Ridley (Heywood); Miss C. Wood trophy, Mr K. A. Feasey (Doncaster); M. Barker trophy, Mr G. A. Tyson (South Humberside); J. & D. trophy, Miss C. Wood (Horsforth). The top society was Doncaster; fishes awarded the Best in Show and Best Exhibited awards were both bunched by Mr T. Reid of Workop. Remainder of results were:

- Livebearer awards: 1st, Mr R. Jackson (Doncaster); 2nd, Mr W. Stimpel (Doncaster); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Richardson (Scarborough); Champion: 1st, Mr R. Blenkinsop (Bradford); 2nd, Mr J. Stimpel (Huddersfield); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Blenkinsop (Scarborough); Small champion: 1st, Mr & Mrs Blenkinsop (Scarborough); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough). These were all won by Mr R. Jackson.

- Large anabantids: 1st, Mr & Mrs E. Mahon (Scarborough); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough).

- Small anabantids: 1st, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough).

- Couple: 1st, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough).

- Fighter: 1st, Mrs C. Wood (Horsforth); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr T. Reid (Workop). These were won by Mr R. Jackson.

- Small fish: 1st, Mr F. E. Davies (Heywood); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr T. Reid (Workop). These were won by Mr R. Jackson.

- Small fry: 1st, Mr F. E. Davies (Heywood); 2nd, Mr T. Reid (Workop); 3rd, Mr F. E. Davies (Heywood). These were won by Mr R. Jackson.

- Standard tank: 1st, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 2nd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough); 3rd, Mr & Mrs Kendal (Scarborough). These were won by Mr R. Jackson.
CHANGES to some of the rules for Aquarium Society Tableaux at The Aquarium Show 75 were announced at last month's Assembly of the Federation. The main change enables entering societies to build their tableaux from a base at floor level, or on plinths at 2 ft. or 3 ft. from floor level according to choice. The method of judging will remain unchanged. Prizes of cash will not be given in future but all entering societies will receive a cash grant towards expenses of staging their tableaux. Trophies will be awarded to the winners.

The 1975 FBAS Show Committee is Mr C. A. T. Brown (Chairman), Mr Derek Lambourne (show secretary), Mrs Sybil Hedges (assistant show secretary), Mrs P. Lambourne (secretary) and Mr Pete Cottle.

Allocation of 30 Championship Trophies and three perpetual trophies for 1975 has been made as shown on another page. The new Trophies secretary is Mr P. Cottle (2 Challenge Close, River View Park, Gravesend, Kent).

Before the end of this year it is hoped to stage a Federation Judges' Conference, probably in London on one of the Assembly dates.

Further gains in society affiliations to the Federation were announced; 12 new affiliations were made in the first two months of this year.

Three more titles are to be added to the list of FBAS tape-slide lectures this month. These are: no. 7 Practical Aquarium Maintenance by C. Harrison (a very useful guide on how to keep your aquarium equipment in tip-top condition and how to recognise the danger signals); no. 8 Northern Sights by R. D. Esson (an entertaining tour of past aquatic societies stands at the BAF at Belle Vue: plenty of ideas for your tableaux); no. 9 The Verdict is Yours by C. A. T. Brown (what everyone should know — what every judge is expecting to find about your fish! A detailed guide into the mysteries of finding the winning places.).

At Poland's International Exhibition at Chorzow last year U.K. aquarists were represented by fish and plants entered from Mid-Sussex AS, who accepted the invitation given by Mr Henryk Kilka, PZA President, to the FBAS. A medal betokening the participation was sent from Poland and at the March FBAS Assembly Mr Tom Glass (right), European Relations Secretary to the FBAS, presented the medal on behalf of the PZA to Mid-Sussex AS treasurer, Mr C. Corbin. Fishes entered included Pimelodella, Leptobarbus and Leporinus, and with the plants these were sent by air via Amsterdam and were donated to the Exhibition at its close.
special mention of the successes of Brenda and Derek Oakley.

The programme included the annual Furnished Show Jar competition and the fine array of entries this year included an "imprisoned" convict cichlid, some "posy" Corydoras in a well, some "chess-playing" checker barbs and a roy barb in a bed of moss, to say nothing of the more conventionally furnished jar entries. The event was again won by Mr Dennis Seaman. The evening was rounded off with a collection of aquatic colour slides produced during the past year by the secretary.

In February the Society welcomed Mr John Hancock from the British Sub-Aqua Club and 38 members listened spellbound to his adventures and yarns. Mr Hancock is a keen marine biologist and manages to combine both his interests by collecting and keeping a wonderful variety of marine life. An excellent display of marine specimens, both living and preserved, was viewed with interest by members. Together with other items of his equipment, Mr Hancock produced his underwater camera and lights and the Society looks forward to a visit from him in the autumn when he will be showing his colour slides.

Forthcoming Championship Class Shows*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 30</td>
<td>Mid-Kent</td>
<td>C = Catfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>Db = Dwarf cichlids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 5</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>Cz = Characins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 6</td>
<td>Medway</td>
<td>M = Angelfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>Corringham</td>
<td>XB-M = Breeder’s egglayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 10</td>
<td>Redhill &amp; Reigate</td>
<td>L = Loaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 12</td>
<td>Catfish Association</td>
<td>H = Brichis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 27</td>
<td>North Kent</td>
<td>NO-T = Pairs livebearers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 27</td>
<td>Ilfracombe</td>
<td>Yb = Native marine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10</td>
<td>Southend, Leigh</td>
<td>T = Angelfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10</td>
<td>Port Talbot</td>
<td>V = Twintail goldfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>Redcar</td>
<td>Eb = Labyrinths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>Corby</td>
<td>Dz = Cichlids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1</td>
<td>Havant</td>
<td>Hz = Corydoras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 8</td>
<td>Sudbury</td>
<td>Ca = Characins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14</td>
<td>Dunmow</td>
<td>K = Danio/White Clouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15</td>
<td>Gosport</td>
<td>Ma = Labors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15</td>
<td>Salisbury</td>
<td>Ya = Tropical marine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 5</td>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>Q = Swordtails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>Torbridge</td>
<td>Rz = Barbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 17</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>R = Platys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 7</td>
<td>Bethnal Green</td>
<td>J = Rasboras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 14</td>
<td>Three Counties</td>
<td>F = Egglaying toothpicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 14</td>
<td>Turby</td>
<td>P = Female Guppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.</td>
<td>Hastings &amp; St. Leonards</td>
<td>O = Male Guppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 28</td>
<td>Newbury</td>
<td>Dc = Rift Valley cichlids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 5</td>
<td>Ealing</td>
<td>Da = Angels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 20</td>
<td>Hounslow</td>
<td>Ba = Barbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 16</td>
<td>Walthamstow</td>
<td>Z = Plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perpetual Trophies

* Winners of Federation Championship Trophies in classes for single fish automatically become eligible for the Supreme Championship Trophy Competition (to be staged at The AQUARIUM SHOW '75 at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, London, SW1, 24th-26th October). Six awards are made at this Competition, and each entrant will receive a Championship 'Certificate'.

A hand lens for checking eggs and fry was raffled and the bring and buy table did a brisk trade.

The Society meets once per month, usually the second Monday, at the Folwell Cross Library, Barkingside, Ilford, Essex. For details please write to secretary Mr Michael Shadrock, 61 St Barnabas Road, Woodford Green, Essex.

ON St Valentine's night MID-SUSSEX AS held an open discussion, whilst Mr J. Stillwell (FRAS) judged the table show for puppys and angelfish and livebearers. Members were informed of a family outing planned for later in the year, and were asked if they would support more open shows this year if organised trips were planned in advance. The vice-chairman, Mr D. Soper, asked members for their support in a sponsored swim to raise money for the Society: It is planned to use the facilities of the newly opened Burgess Hill indoor pool. Mr D. Stone was commended for his first edition of the 'Chanda Ranga' (the Society's newsletter).

Table show results were: Guppies: 1, G. C. Bottoms (42); 2, Mr. L. Comley (66); 3, Mr. D. Soper (43).

Guppies: 1, Mr. G. Bottoms (42); 2, Mr. N. Marchant (576); 3, Mr. M. A. Coffee (622).

Tetras: 1, J. & B. Burton (623); 2, Mr. A. Rieff (61).

THE ASSOCIATION OF MID-LAND GOLDFISH KEEPERS, at their first meeting of the new season at the Foilehall Community Centre, Coventry, attended by members from a wide area of the region, agreed to stage the coldwater section of the forthcoming Coventry P & AS Open Show. Two short 'mini talks' were given on 'Selecting and Breeding Goldfish' by Mr. Frank Orme (secretary), followed by Mr. R. Roberts (chairman). Both stressed that the condition of the fish was the main determinant of the quality of the show, and that clean, well-maintained tanks were essential for success.
BAINGSTOKE AS are to combine their 1975 Annual Open Show with those of other members of the Three Counties Group. They will jointly with Bricknell AS, Dockey AS, High Wycombe AS and Reading AS, hold the Group's 21st Annual Open Show on Sunday 14th September. Basingstoke AS will put on an aquatic Display to interest the public in the hobby at their usual Open Show venue during Carnival week.

management, care and feeding of their fish, by these two well-known breeders of fancy goldfish were very much alike. A short question-and-answer period raised the question of the merits of hand-stripping fish, to which both speakers replied that, although they had no objections to the method, they preferred natural spawnings which provided more than enough fry for them to cope with.

DOCHERICH & DAS started their year with a film evening. Films shown were 'Czech Carp' and 'Stories from the Sea', which were thoroughly enjoyed by all of the members. Results of the month's table show (now for three classes) were: Danios, section 1: Mr R. Christopher, Section 2: Mr S. Payne, Mr P. Carter. X-rays: 1 & 2: Master R. Cook; 3: Master P. Legg. Millies: section 1: Mr R. Christopher; Section 2: 1. Mr R. Christopher, 2. Mr T. Light. Home aquaria have been judged for the annual competition, and results of the tanks will be in the April meeting programme.

The newly-formed BRIDPORT AS were guests of Dorchester at a recent meeting and took part in a quiz. At the evening's table show for platys and aov livebearers, Mr R. Christopher won in the aov livebearers, section 1, class, Mr R. W. Taylor; for platys, section 1, Mr T. Light won in platys, section 2, and Mr S. Payne took all three places in the aov livebearers, section 2, class. Roy Christopher and Roger Derrick won in the respective junior sections.

HIGH WYCOMBE AS have had many discussions on whether or not to hold an Open Show this year until the decision was finally reached to join with the other members of the THREE COUNTIES GROUP and hold a joint show at Reading University on 14th September. The club has enjoyed a quiz conducted by Mr A. Hall, and a mini-furnished aquarium competition held among its own members resulted in Mr R. Cox winning the award (2. Mr D. Schramm; 3. Mr J. Bushby). Entries were judged by a member of the public. The Society has also played host to fellow members of the Three Counties Group.

The club meets on alternate Thursdays at the White Horse Inn, West Wycombe Road (corner of Oakridge Road), High Wycombe. Visitors from other clubs and non-club members are welcomed at meetings. The schedule for the next few months is: 2nd April, meeting; 17th April, closed show for table trophy; 1st May, talk; 15th May, meeting; 29th May, eight-a-side competition against Aylesbury; 12th June, club discussion. Further details from the secretary, Mr. Jack Bushby, 3 Hawthorne Walk, High Wycombe, Bucks.: Penn 3263.

REORGANISATION of the journal of the BRITISH CICHLID ASSOCIATION has resulted in the appointment of Mr Ian C. Sellack, 289 Norbridge Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP1 2AU, as the new editor, the backing off from the old 'Cichlid Clarion' of the news section into a separate monthly Newsletter, and the adoption of the name 'Cichlidae' for the new journal, which will concentrate on the dispersal of information about cichlids and related subjects.

General secretary of the BCA is Mr T. Green, 12 Greenwood Meadow, Chinnor, Oxford, and area representatives are as follows: N.E. London, Mr C. O Leslie, 157 Wanstead Park Road, Crambrook, Iford, Essex; Nottingham, Mr P. N. Berry, 131 Sherbrooke Road, Daybrook, Notts.; North East, Mr C. Enright, 27 Longacre, Houghton-Le-Spring, Tyne & Wear. DHA SPY, Birmingharn, Mr J. Reeves, 36 Peter Street, Hilltop, West Bromwich, Staffs; Leeds, Mr J. Abbott, 208 Broadway, Horstman of Leeds; Stockton & Teeside, Mr R. Roper, 58 Brandon Crescent, Billingham, Cleveland; Hertfordshire, Mr A. Buckel, 9 Leahe Gardens, Hertford, Herts.; Scotland, Mr J. Queen, 50 Douglasdale, East Kilbride, Glasgow. Ireland, Mr T. Sherock, 2 Carolstone Gardens, Helens Bay, County Down, Northern Ireland.

THE 14th February was notable this year not just for being St Valentine's Day but because it was also the occasion of the celebration of the 21st Anniversary of the foundation of Basingstoke & DAS. The Society had invited a great number of guests to join with them in celebrating the event and taking part with officers and members of Basingstoke itself in this very well-arranged and pleasant social occasion were friends from many societies. These included the chairman of the FBAS, Mr Frank Tomkins, THE Newsletter of the BRITISH ICHTHYOLOGICAL SOCIETY lists a number of residential courses being held by the Field Studies Council in 1975. These include: Freshwater Biology; Exploring a River; The Story of a River; Exploring Ponds and Streams: The Animals of Aquatic Habitats; Exploring the River Severn; Elements of Scales, Diving and Marine Ecology. The courses last for one week and are held between May and October at various centres throughout the country. Further information please contact the Information Office, Field Studies Council, Preston Montford, Montford Bridge, Shrewsbury SW4 1HW.
and its officers, and a very welcome group of guests from Basingstoke’s twin society, South Shields AS, representative Mr Bill Scott presented a commemorative shield to Basingstoke from the twin northern Society. Many congratulations were offered to the Society on achieving 21 years of uninterrupted activity and on their special anniversary issue of the Society’s bulletin ‘Fish Forum’.

Mr Mervyn Strange entertainingly recounted events and stories of Basingstoke’s past. During the existence of Basingstoke AS the names of over 270 members have been listed in the records. Guests were particularly pleased to be presented by the Society’s chairman, Mr Adrian Blake, with a souvenir of the occasion in the form of a decorative card recording their presence at the event.

In Brief...

... SUDBURY AS are holding their Open Show this year on 8th June at St Andrews Church, Church Gardens, Sudbury. They wish to thank all the clubs who, by their support, made last year’s show the biggest club open show in London for 1974, and hope to see them again this year on 8th June.

... NEWLY-formed MARLOW AQUARIST CLUB welcomes new members and anyone interested should contact secretary Mr D. Henderson, 71 Berwick Road, Marlow, Bucks; phone Marlow 6606.

... LOWESTOFT is about to have its own local aquarists’ Society. Since there are at least 200 fish tank owners in the locality, it is felt that the Society is much needed and that membership should be high. The new Society will give full coverage to the hobby as it is proposed to include marine and coldwater fishkeepers too. A first meeting took place in March and anyone interested is asked to contact Mr T. Lee of the Lowestoft Pet Stores, 103 London Road South, Lowestoft, Suffolk (phone Lowestoft 2232) to obtain full details of meeting place and times of meetings.

... 30 members of GLOUCESTER AS enjoyed a lecture given by Mr. L. Nightingale on livebearing fish at a recent meeting. The business discussed included suggestions on future social activities, and the method for judging members’ fish for the forthcoming six-side show was agreed upon. Results of the monthly table show: Livebearers: 1 & 3, Mr G. Dixon; 2, Mr F. Timmins.

... SEVERAL new members were greeted at February’s meeting of WEYMOUTH AS where a slide show on barbs was presented. Results of the table show were: Furnished aquaria: 1, Mr D. Mullen; Sharks: 1, Mr J. Fancy; 2, Mr J. Hodder; 3, Mrs J. Grundell. Meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month at Ratcliffe Hall, Queens Road, Weymouth and new members are very welcome.

... THE EAST LONDON AQUATIC & PONDKEEPERS ASSOCIATION’s meetings have been varied and interesting with table shows on the first Friday of each month. Talks are given by well-known speakers from outside the club as well as from club members themselves.

... DUNLOP AQUARIUM KEEPERS SOCIETY are holding their Open Show on Sunday, 29th June, at the Works Canc tin, Dunlop Limited, Speke Hall Road, Speke, Liverpool 24. There will be 39 classes with plaques for all class winners and new trophies for most section winners, prizes and cards for 1st, 2nd and 3rd in all classes plus Best in Show trophy and prize, Best Showman trophy, Uno trophy and Best Novice prize. FNAS judges Mr D. Glenn, Mr I. Wood, Mr B. Booker and Mr M. Jones will officiate plus two ‘B’ class judges, Mr P. Whelan and Mr R. Johnson. Further details from show secretary, Mr T. Hampton, 7 Madelaine Street, Liverpool; 051-709 5509.

... NAILSEA & DAS hold meetings on the fourth Tuesday of each month, 7.45 p.m., the Church Hall, Nailsea. New members and visitors always welcome; details may be obtained from the secretary, Mr M. J. Eliciton, 3 Burrrington Close, Nailsea, Bristol; phone Nailsea 4158. The Society will hold its annual Open Show on Saturday June 28th to coincide with the final day of the Nailsea Festival Week. Further details and schedules may be obtained from show secretary, Mr D. Kenwood, 90 Slade Road, Portishead, Bristol: phone Portishead 848947.

... A QUIZ organised by member Mr D. Harding was the main item of the well-attended February meeting of NEW FOREST AS (FBAS). A raffle and auction was also held. The table show was judged by Mr Gerry Edwards of Pisces AS and Mr D. Harding won both the danio/morinnow class and also that for tropical.

... SUFFOLK A & PA (affiliated to the FBAS) very much enjoyed the lecture by Mr B. Pye on photographing fish in the aquarium with illustrations of all the good and bad points involved.

... AT a recent meeting of BOURNEMOUTH AS the main item was a talk by the club’s most requested speaker, Mr R. Matley, on Suitable Community Fishes. His talk was a great help to the newcomers in the Society as well as to the more experienced members. Table show results: av Guppy, 1, Master S. Haskins; 2 & 3, Mr K. Gibbs, av Danio, rasboras, minnows: 1, Mrs Bell; 2 & 3, Mr. Middleton, av Labyrinth: 1, Mr
Middleton; 2, Mr K. Gibbs; 3, Mr Devlin, ob Pairs (tissuebear- ers); 1, Mr Turner; 2, Mr Gibbs; 3, Mrs Bobb.

THE GOLDFISH SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN are to hold their Open Show at Sutton Adult School, Bennhill Avenue, Sutton, Surrey, on 27th September 1975.

BRISTOL AS held their AGM recently and after a short talk on the skipper fish Teronodon fluviatilis.

THE BETHEL GREEN AS annual Fish of the Year club show was a great success, all four yearlings being awarded silver stars. Results were: 1, Mrs S. Hedges (O. robustus); 2, Mrs F. Rogers (Corporis urvollai); 3, Mr J. Common (Branchiostegus levis); 8, Mr T. MacDonald (Barbus niger/neocentus). 1975 club activities started with a talk on water chemistry by Mr R. Mills of Eating AS and a lengthy and detailed talk on the nomenclature of fishes by Mr F. Tomkins, chairman of the FBAS.

WESSEX AS was formed by 13 aquarists in November, 1974 and by January of this year the number had increased to 35. The society meets on the second or third Wednesday in the month at The Ship Inn, Winchester, and new members are most welcome. For further details contact secretary Mr K. Barnes, 28 Bramshaw Close, Harestoke, Hants; phone Winchester 411137.

MEETINGS OF LLAN- DUNDO & DAS are held at the Llandudno Youth Centre on the 1st Thursday of each month at 8.00 p.m. Visitors will be welcomed and further details of the Society can be obtained from secretary Mr R. J. Morgan, 22 Ormesby, Penrhynside, Llan- dudno, N. Wales; phone Llandudno 40273.

AT THE COVENTRY A & PA AGM the secretary was able to report that the year has been one of consolidation with average attendance at meetings amounting to 35. The Society finished second in the M.A.L. competition. New members look forward to the Open Show on 29th April at the new venue, Templars Junior School, Tile Hill Lane, Coventry. The cold-water classes are being organised by the Association of Midland Goldfish Keepers who are proposing to hold eight or nine classes instead of the usual two or three.

MR R. CALLAGHAN of EAST DULWICH AS writes: Having acquired ourselves a scribe, we are now able to inform members that the club is not dead but very much alive and full of activity even though membership may be small (new members — senior and junior — heartily welcomed). Recent table show results are: av Catfish: 1, Master D. Winger; 2, Mr R. Callaghan; 3, Mr B. Light. Barbs: 1, Mr P. Creswell; 2 & 3, Master D. Winger, av Eggers: 1 & 2, Mrs D. Winger; 3, Mr B. Light, av Cirrhoids: 1, Master D. Winger; 2, Mr R. Callaghan; 3, Mr D. Swain. If any readers have trophies belonging to the club, will they please contact show secretary, Mrs D. Winger, telephone 61- 699 3122.

MEETINGS held 2nd and 4th Monday in month at Dulwich Baths Reception Hall, Crystal Palace Road, London, SE2.

AT THE last meeting of SLough & DAS the annual auction was held. This was well attended by a large number of visitors. The April meeting will be held on Wednesday, 16th, the Friends Meeting House, Ragstone Road, Slough when Mr Dick Mills (editor, FBAS Bulletin) will talk on filtration. Enquiries to secretary Mrs E. Knight, 32 Aldin Avenue South, Slough.

PRESIDENT OF BRISTOL AS Mr R. Lloyd, aided by Mr G. Stone, presented a slide show on varieties of coldwater and tropical fishes. The slides of the coldwater varieties raised a number of discussion points on how to get a good red colour into goldfish varieties, the ability or otherwise of the shubunkin to hold its tail and the apparent loss of the round body by the twin-tail variety.

Size and ease of breeding were the most popular queries on the tropicales.

Dates for Your Diary

**Diary**

**Victoria Road, Earlestown, Rawhall, Lan-**

**One.** 20th April, COVENTRY POOL AS Open Show, St Peter's Church Hall, Cob-**
**hand Road, London, W11. Details: Mr D.**

**One.** 20th April, MERSSEYSIDE AS Open Show, Rainhill Village Hall, Rainhills, Place, Rainhill, Lancs. Details: Mr R.**

**One.** 20th April, STOCKTON-ON-TEES AS Open Show, St Peter and Paul School, Durham Road, Stockton (adjacent to the Mill House Hotel). Details: Mr C. W. Scullion. Thomas, Cleveland.**

**One.** 22nd April, CAYFISH ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 2nd Open Show, Cob-**
**holt Road, London, W11. Details: Mr C. S.
**
**One.** 26th April, BRISTOL TC Open Show, Slough.**

---

**One.** 3rd April, RIVERSIDE AS Open Show, St Peter's Church Hall, Cob-**
**hand Road, London, W11. Details: Mr D.**

**One.** 3rd April, CAYFISH ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 2nd Open Show, Cob-**
**holt Road, London, W11. Details: Mr C. S.
Check your fish for vitamin deficiency.

The latest scientific research into fish nutrition has shown that any of the following symptoms can result from vitamin deficiency.

- **Anaemia**? Can be caused by a deficiency of choline, Vitamin B12, E or K.
  - All of these important vitamins are present in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.

- **Dark or dull colouration**? To maintain good colour, biotin is essential.
  - And Biotin is an essential ingredient in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.

- **Loss of appetite**? If your fish won’t eat, it could be because you’re not feeding them foods that contain sufficient Vitamin B12, C, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, nicotinic acid and pyridoxin.
  - PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD is a rich source of all of them.

- **Sluggishness**? Lethargic fish are not much fun. So combat this symptom with a food containing folic acid and nicotinic acid.
  - As present in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.

- **Skin disturbances**? Unsightly skin disturbances are often the result of diets that lack inositol, biotin and nicotinic acid.
  - But give your fish PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD. It contains all three vitamins.

- **Poor growth**? Growth can be retarded in fishes lacking Vitamins B12, B1, and Vitamins A and E.
  - Ensure good growth with PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD. It contains all these vitamins.

- **Swollen gills**? Often an indication of a deficiency of nicotinic acid in the fishes diet.
  - This deficiency can be made good by PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.

These and many other deficiencies can result from a poor unbalanced diet. For full nutrition always feed PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD, the extra high vitamin flaked food for all freshwater tropicals and marines.

**PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD**

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd, Park Royal Road, London NW3 0JX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
WINGATE & GOLDING LTD. Tel. SUTTON SCOTNEY 792-3
BARTON STACEY, WINCHESTER, HANTS.

BONA-FIDE
TRADERS ONLY

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS
M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarist), 47 St Georges Street, Cheltenham. We have the finest selection of tropical marines in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropicals, plants, and all other aquarist requirements. Phone 8900. Open till 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

AT LEAST 100 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish— for personal shoppers only, Kingfisheries, 398 Cropden Road, Beckenham. Kent. Phone 01 850 3716. Closed Wednesdays. MICRO WORM 76 p. £1.50. £2.30 each: white worm 76 p all inc. VAT. Post and packing 50 p per order. C.W.O. Retail only late night Friday 8.00 p.m. We are well worth a visit for 100's of quality tropical fish. Coldwater, plants, etc. Helm's Aquarium, 29 Wellington Road, New Wortley, Leeds 12. phone 451035.

EQUIPMENT
DYNAFLO MOTOR FILTER: magnetic drive, 60 gallon per hour rate, fully guaranteed, all spares available. £16.25 post paid. C.W.O. From Keith Barracough Aquarist, Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Also available at your local aquarists' shop.

AQUARIA FRAMES, STANDS AND HOODS plus ornamental stands. Frames from £1 x £1 x 3/4 angle steel. £8 x £8 x £8 £35. £48 x £15 x £15 £53.85. Plain stands, 2-tier £30. £48 x £12 x £30 in. high £7.80. £48 x £12 x £30 in. high £8.15. Aluminium hoods: 48 x £12 £4.40. £48 x £15 £4.85. VAT plus carriage paid. Money back undertaking. All sizes quoted. Send s.a.e. for full price list to Hockney Engineers Ltd., Denton Place, Leeds LS11 9TW. Tel.: 435061.

RUSTPROOF AQUARIUM, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers: e.g. Westby's, Barton, Ormskirk.

BUILD YOUR OWN ALL-Glass AQUARIUM. Set of cut glasses, sealer and instruction book. 24" x 12" x 12" £2.95; 24" x 15" x 12" £4.35; 36" x 15" x 12" £5.45. Other sizes available. For collection only from Keith Barracough, Aquarist Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane (off St. Enoch's Road), Bradford 5. Phone 76294.

BOOKS
FRAS Show Fish Guides and Technical Information. Booklet nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4; 10p each post free. P.F. Publications, 554 Garrett Lane, London SW17 0NY.


MISCELLANEOUS
KING BRITISH BRINE SHRIMP EGGS, 55 grammes £1.49, post paid from Keith Barracough Aquarist, Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Or at your local aquarists' shop.

BADGES. Every society needs bright enamel badges. For best service and quality contact E. E. V. Gumm (P.F.) Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B1 3HE. 1 lb. BEST QUALITY FLAKE FISH FOOD for £1.50; 1 lb. £1.40, all post paid C.W.O. From King British Aquarium Accessories Co. Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Also available from your local pet shop.

WANTED. PetFish Monthly. Volume 1, nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12; volume 2, nos. 1, 2, 3; volume 3, nos. 1, 3. In good condition. Box no. 512.

Do Your Fish a Favour — buy them an 'ALGARDE' FILTER!
"BETTER THAN THE SEA"

INSTANT OCEAN®

SYNTHETIC SEA SALTS—RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE EXPERTS

Instant Ocean® Synthetic Sea Salts are recommended and used by virtually every major university and research laboratory in the world. Many public aquariums use Instant Ocean® Synthetic Sea Salts, and it was selected by NASA as THE SYNTHETIC SEAWATER® for investigating extraterrestrial life in the first soil and rock samples returned from the moon.

QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE GUARANTEED

Instant Ocean® Synthetic Sea Salts are scientifically blended to produce a medium specifically designed to closely resemble natural seawater. Every batch is biologically tested with delicate marine life.

UNEQUALLED FOR HOBBYIST OR SCIENTIFIC AQUARIUMS

Many marine animals previously considered impossible to keep alive under captive conditions have been successfully maintained using Instant Ocean® Synthetic Sea Salts. Many species of invertebrates and fish have been kept in this unique synthetic seawater.

POPULAR SIZED PACKAGES

Instant Ocean® Synthetic Sea Salts are available in 1, 5, 10, and 25 gallon multi-colored easy-to-open bags. All are complete with liquid trace elements and detailed instructions. All have unlimited shelf life.

SOLD AT ALL LEADING AQUARIUM STORES

Distributor: Laboratory Equipment Consultants
1 Shore Road • Ainsdale, Southport, Lancs, England
WHOLESALE ONLY

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
BE CERTAIN YOUR TANK IS

EF(FISH)ENT

USE

DISEASOLVE
(MUCH MORE THAN AN ANTI-SEPTIC)
EFFECTIVE AGAINST VELVET
FINROT, POPEYE AND
BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
OF THE GILLS

NOT FORGETTING
SCANKURE (for White Spot)
FLOURISH (for better plants)
AND
SNAILSGON

ALSO

SURESYNTH
FILTER WOOL
(COMES IN THREE SIZES)

In case of supply difficulty
write to:

CAGEX Accessories Ltd.
THE BURY FARM
PEDNOR ROAD
CHESHAM, BUCKS
Telephone: Chesham (024 06) 5298

Binders for your copies of PetFish Monthly

£1.25
(VAT included)
post free
($3.25 U.S.A. and Canada)

As you receive each issue of PFM it can be inserted into the binder, which holds 12 copies (one volume). Stiff covers, leathercloth bound, and gold-blocked title.

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send Binders for Petfish Monthly, for which I enclose
P.O./Cheque for

Name
Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The EHEIM MINIFILTER is a three-chamber external filter suitable for marine and freshwater aquaria up to a capacity of 75 litres (20 gallons). Utilizing three different filter media, the EHEIM MINIFILTER cleans aquarium water quickly and efficiently. The first chamber serves as a mechanical pre-filter. The EHEIFIX filter medium used here protects the more delicate filter materials in the next two chambers from damage by large particles. The filter cartridge in the second chamber blocks the smallest particles and arrests most bacteria. In the third chamber, EHEICARBON absorbs harmful organic material in the water.

When the flow of water into the tank is noticeably reduced, the filter has accumulated dirt and needs to be cleaned.

Accessories
Spare Parts
Repair Service

U.K. Distributors
John Allan
Aquariums Limited
Eastern Industrial Estate
Eastern Way
Bury St. Edmunds - Suffolk

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
NORWOOD AQUARIUM
London's Leading Wholesale Suppliers of Aquatic Equipment
Prompt and Reliable Service to Retailers
24 KNIGHTS HILL, LONDON S.E.27 Phone 01-670 6908
Members of the National Association of Pet Trade Wholesalers

TUBIFEX TUBIFEX
Ring 01-348 3011
for a regular supply, or write
D and V
114 Rathcoole Gardens,
Hornsey N8 9TH

Open 6 days a week, late night Friday
CATFORD AQUARIA
72 Bradgate Road, Rushey Green, S.E.6
Tel. 01-690 3834
2 minutes from new shopping centre and
main car park
OVER 80 TANKS OF TROPICAL, COLD-
WATER AND FANCY GOLDFISH, PLANTS
AND EQUIPMENT.
Have you tried our Plants By Post Service?
Our Mail Order Dept. now open
S.A.E. for price list.

THE GOLDFISH BOWL

The retail tropical fish showroom at
253 LONDON ROAD, HEADINGTON,
OXFORD (tel.: Oxford 62904) just ½
mile from the A40 London to South
Wales Road. Closed all day Thursday,
late 'fishing' Fridays until 8.00 p.m.

A section of our spacious wholesale
warehouse with more than 550
aquaria from which the retail trade
is supplied. 118-120 MADDALEN
ROAD, OXFORD. Tel.: Oxford
419235 (24-hour answering service)
& 46760.

TRADERS REQUIRING A WHOLESALE PRICE LIST SHOULD WRITE ON LETTER-
HEADING AND QUOTE PET SHOP LICENCE NUMBER. HEATED VAN DELIVERIES
TO MANY PARTS OF THE COUNTRY

FILTER WITH 'ALGARDE'

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
WHY ARE MORE AND MORE AQUARISTS FEEDING PROMIN TO THEIR FISH?
BECAUSE THEY CARE FOR THEIR FISH. THEY KNOW THAT PROMIN IS PRODUCED BY PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR FISH. START FEEDING YOUR FISH ON PROMIN.

TOGETHER WE'LL HAVE A COLLECTION OF FISH TO BE PROUD OF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Promin Granulated</th>
<th>Freeze-Dried Natural Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58% Protein</td>
<td>39p 10 gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>39p 1 1/2 oz. approx.</td>
<td>39p 14.5 gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>72p 4 oz. approx.</td>
<td>39p 14.5 gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders</td>
<td>£3.14p 21 oz.</td>
<td>47p 18 gm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROMIN LIMITED, Manor Lane, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire CW4 8AB
Telephone: HOLMES CHAPEL 336832

AQUARISTS
WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER M4 1LX
Telephone: 061-832 2961
Stockists of:
- Gem, Gem Heavy-duty and Juwel Aquariums, etc.
- Tropical, Coldwater and Tropical Marine Accessories

TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST MAGAZINES
Many Back Issues available
commencing late 1959.
Up to December 1971 — 24p
Jan. 72 - Feb. 74 — 27p
Later Issues — 31p
Prices EACH including postage.

Showroom:
16 Whittle Street,
off Tib Street

Trade enquiries welcomed
Suppliers to Educational and Municipal Authorities
CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
MURKY GARDEN POND?
CLOUDY AQUARIUM?
DIRTY GOLD FISH BOWL?
WHITE SPOT TROUBLE?

Bioquatic Laboratories produce a unique range of quality aquatic products which effectively deal with these problems. If unobtainable in your area write direct. Prices include V.A.T.

ACUREL® E will keep the water CLEAR in your garden pond. 2 oz to treat approx. 500 gals. Retail 49p. 4 oz to treat approx. 1000 gals. Retail 77p.

ACUREL® F will keep your aquarium CRYSTAL CLEAR and improve filter efficiency by over 500%. Retail 49p.

ACUREL® GOLD will keep your goldfish bowl CLEAN for many weeks without having to repeatedly change the water. Retail 33p.

ACUREL® Q is a well established, reliable cure for WHITE SPOT fungus and algae. Use it regularly as a disinfectant and preventive. In capsule form for accurate easy to administer dosages. Retail 33p.

ACUREL® products are chemically pure and if used as directed will not harm your fish, plants and live foods etc.

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Bioquatic Laboratories
Victoria Mill
Bakewell DE4 1DA

VISITORS TO BRIGHTON

You are cordially invited to pop in and see our large stocks of FRESHWATER and MARINE FISHES.

Should you want Foods, Filters, Tanks, Pumps, Spares, etc. we have a large selection of these too.

ANIMAL MAGIC
174 Edward Street
Brighton
Tel.
Brighton 683920

9 a.m.–6 p.m.
Half-day
Wednesday
Late Night
Friday till 8 p.m.

KINGSTON OPEN
RETURNS TO THE SHOW SCENE!

KINGSTON & DISTRICT AQUARIST SOCIETY
OPEN SHOW
Saturday, 14th June, 1975
SUTTON ADULT SCHOOL
BENHILL AVENUE, SUTTON, SURREY
Closing date for entries: Sat. 7th June
Full details from the Show Secretary:
Mr. D. J. MacKay
Phone 12 Victoria Road (daytime till 6.0 p.m.)
Twickenham, Middx. 01-572 0632

Please mention FFM when writing to advertisers
"You are looking at the finest filter in the world"

DIATOM FILTER

★ Positively Does not Change pH or Water Chemistry
★ Fresh or Salt Water
★ 150 Gallon Per Hour

Rec. Retail Price
£24.95 + V.A.T.

Additional charge 55p postage and packing

Filter material and all parts readily available in U.K.
Write for up-to-date list of aquatic wholesaler who carry the DIATOM FILTER

Reverse-Flow Undergravel Filter

We reverse the process ... we want waste matter BENEATH the filter, NOT ON TOP.
Keeps gravel clean and water clear.

NOTE: Test indicates that 50% BOTTOM COVERAGE with a Reverse Flow actually outperforms conventional with full bottom coverage.

D 2-10 Total Filtering Area 9½ in. x 19½ in. — £1.80
D 2-15 Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 23½ in. — £1.92
D 2-20 Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 29 in. — £2.05

Prices are subject to Postage and VAT.

For best results allow 15-30 days for proper bacteria bed to form.

43 WHITE HART LANE, LONDON, SW13

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Books for the Aquarist

All About Tropical Fish
By D. McNerney & G. Gerard. £6.50
Over 500 pages, 130 colour plates and 200 black and white illustrations.

Encyclopedia of Tropical Fish
By H. Axlewood. £5.70 (new edition)
Packed with information, has over 700 pages and 300 colour plates.

Collins Guide to Aquarium Fishes & Plants
By Schlotz & Dahlstrom. £2.50
Has over 400 fish illustrated in full colour plus many plants. Good value.

Goldfish Guide
By Dr. Y. Matsui. £2.75
A very well illustrated book which will be of interest to beginner and expert alike.

Tropical Fish in Colour
By Bux Walker. £1.20
120 species of fish illustrated in colour photographs.

The Pictorial Encyclopaedia of Fishes
By S. Frank. £1.95
A book packed with over 900 black and white plates plus 80 in colour.

The Goldfish
By Hervey & Hems. £2.95
Over 270 pages in this informative book including many black and white illustrations.

Complete Aquarist Guide to Freshwater Tropical Fishes
By R. Legge. £4.95
A superbly written book with over 400 beautiful colour plates.

Guide to Freshwater Aquarium Fishes
By Hervey & Hems. £2.75
A very well illustrated 'Hamlyn' book.

Exotic Aquarium Fishes
By W. Innes. £2.40
A first class book on Aquarium and Fish keeping, and very well illustrated with colour and black and white plates.

OTHER INFORMATIVE & USEFUL BOOKS FOR THE AQUARIST

Diseases of Aquarium Fishes. By R. Goldstein. £2.42
Koi. By Roe & Evans. 63p
The Piranha Book. By G. S. Myers. £1.40
An Introduction to Cichlids. By R. Goldstein. £2.75
Oscars (Astronotus). £1.10
When ordering the above books please enclose your remittance and add to it 10% for Post & Packing.

THE AQUATIC BOOK SERVICE
233, Upper Richmond Road West, London, S.W.14 01-876 3885
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

'Algarde' Filters—Naturally!

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The DATAM range of PRODUCTS — LEADERS in the field of AQUATICS for 20 YEARS!
THE ESTABLISHED BRAND
For RELIABILITY — For QUALITY — For GOOD VALUE

DATAM FISH FOODS
Pond Food : Pool Diet Pellets : Goldfish Fish Food
Shredded Shrimp

DATAM FILTER MEDIA
Filter Fibre : Filter Carbon : Glass Wool :
Filtar Pads : Activated Carbon : Diatom Powder

DATAM AQUARIUM AIDS
Aquarium Salt : Aquarium Peat

DATAM REMEDIES
White Spot Cure : Velvecure : Godinium Remedy :
Aquarium Steriliser : Methylene Blue Solution

DATAM ACCESSORIES
Stainless Steel Heater-Thermostat Clips :
Silicone Sealer : 3-D Aquarium Backgrounds :
Plant Weights : Aluminium All-over Aquarium Hoods

The new "Molly-Hoods" : Pool Netting
Aeration Tubing : Air Compressor : Dial Thermometers

ALL THE BEST DEALERS STOCK DATAM PRODUCTS

Wholesale and Trade Enquiries to:
DATAM PRODUCTS LIMITED
PRINCESS WORKS, STATION RD., BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM NG9 2AL

Make sure your fish get their vitamins-even when they won't eat.

Scientific investigation into the nutritional requirements of fish has emphasised their need for vitamins. For example, weight for weight, they need 4 times as much Vitamin B1 as we do, 5 times as much nicotinic acid and 16 times as much Vitamin B6.

Yar fish may be fussy about their food and refuse even the most appetising diet. When this happens try Phillips AQUAVITE.

Phillips AQUAVITE was developed to provide the essential food vitamins—even when fish are not actively feeding. Simply drop an Aquivite tablet into the tank. It's water soluble and as it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish over the gills by monies in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips AQUAVITE promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. And it's specially recommended when introducing new fish into marine aquaria. The vitamins in AQUAVITE not only help to keep the fish healthy, but also stimulate the appetite and encourage the fish to take normal food.

Phillips AQUAVITE will not cloud the water.

From your local aquatic dealer.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD, PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 7JX.
"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
FEDERATION OF BRITISH AQUATIC SOCIETIES

TAPE-SLIDE LECTURES

For Hire to All Aquarium Societies

FBAS AquaTalk 1 Non-U Goldfish by R. D. Esson 49 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 2 Why Corydoras? by C. A. T. Brown 44 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 3 Barbs by P. Ginger 63 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 4 G is for Catfish by Derek Lambourne 41 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 5 Keeping Killies by C. A. T. Brown 60 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 6 Down Amongst the Z Men by Bernard Pye 58 minutes
FBAS AquaTalk 7 Practical Aquarium Maintenance by Cliff Harrison
FBAS AquaTalk 8 Northern Sights by R. D. Esson
FBAS AquaTalk 9 The Verdict is Yours by C. A. T. Brown

Each Programme is accompanied by notes and operating instructions. Tape speed 33⅓ in. per sec.
Tape spool size 5 in. Affiliated Societies: £2.50 per Programme. Non-affiliated Societies £3.50 per Programme.

Enquiries (SAE please) to R. C. Mills, 70 Lee Road, Perivale, Middlesex UB6 7DB

Attention Salt WaterAquarists!

GET THE FACTS about salt water from

SALT WATER AQUARIUM

the world’s first exclusive salt water publication. Published nine full years! Each issue contains priceless information. Many back issues still available, while they last Send $10.00 for a full dozen delightful issues or $20.00 for 30 assorted issues postpaid

GET THE BOOK THAT LAUNCHED A HOBBY!
The Salt Water Aquarium in the Home by Robert P. L. Straughan "A practical book: acclaimed by thousands" Exotic fish, invertebrates, feeding, disease, plants, live corals, everything known about salt water 18 huge chapters with nearly 400 pages and hundreds of photos all taken in the author’s own tanks $15.00 post paid

Order from: CORAL REEF EXHIBITS, P.O. BOX 1000 BELLEVUE, FLA. 32620, U.S.A.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1 Telephone 01-424 5179
The Aquatic Specialist Store With its Own Fish and Aquatic Plant Nurseries

April 1975

TACHBROOK-
recommend the books offered on this page for your reading, and the plastic Metaframe plants for the decor of your Aquarium. See our large variety of aquatic plants plus tropical and coldwater fishes. Amongst these we have Malawi Cichlids, Brown and Blue faced Discus and of course not forgetting all the well-known makes of aquatic accessories, constant supplies of live foods including White worms, Grindal, Micro worm, Daphnia and Tubifex

Name (Block Capitals) ..................................................
Address ........................................................................

Three books for only £1.65 or 65p each post-free.

* Aquarium Hygiene by Hellmuth Wachtel
* Aquarium Plants by Gerhard Brunner.
* Planning and Decorating by Wilfried Weigel
or
* Six 5 in. Metaframe Plastic Plants (mixed varieties) £1.65 post free

DELETE ITEMS NOT REQUIRED

WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE

We are open 6 days a week, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. and do not close for lunch
WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT?
Always Ready, Willing and Able to help all Aquarists
SHIRLEY AQUATICS LTD

WATER PLANT NURSERIES AND FISH HATCHERIES—Phone: 021-744 1300
Stratford Road, Monkspath, Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire

Over the last few years we have been building up a stock of

VERY HIGH GRADE KOI
FOR THE DISCERNING FANCIER
AND A NUMBER OF THESE ARE OFFERED FOR SALE THIS SEASON
Highly selected colours and fishes from 2-5 years old for the personal caller only.

We also have large stocks of

HIGH GRADE KOI WINTERED IN ENGLAND
from 4-5in. up to 10in. at keen prices.
List of these on application

During May we shall have new
season

IMPORTED KOI
from £1.50 each

JAPANESE FANCY
GOLDFISH
in good variety available throughout
the season

WATER LILIES
and
HARDY
AQUATICS
grown in our extensive nurseries are
for the most part container-grown

A good range of
GARDEN
ORNAMENTS
is always in stock together with
pumps, fountains and pond
accessories

FOR ALMOST FORTY YEARS THE NAME OF SHIRLEY AQUATICS HAS BEEN
ASSOCIATED WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND WE HAVE BEEN PIONEERS IN MANY
BRANCHES OF THE AQUATIC TRADE
WHY NOT VISIT OUR GARDENS AND SHOWROOM?

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S A E. Our nurseries are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Midland “Red” Bus No. 160 from Bus Station, Birmingham, passes the door, or go “The Crown”, Monkspath.

CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY

HOURS OF BUSINESS—NOVEMBER—MARCH 10 a.m.—5 p.m. APRIL—OCTOBER 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Minimum order £20.00, insulated container and carriage £1.50/Scotland £2.30. Plants by post minimum order £3.00 please add 25p post and packing on aquarium plants and 50p on pond plants.
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